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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly impacted several populations, partially due to the
lack of access to basic health care amenities, and emphasized the need for continuous telehealth
monitoring of relevant biometric vitals. This need is further emphasized through research that
has suggested that simple biometric vitals, including heart rate (HR), blood oxygen saturation
rate (SpO2), and temperature, are relevant biomarkers for early disease diagnosis. The project
aims to address this need through the design wearable health platform that uses novel,
non-invasive techniques to monitor biometrics with the eventual goal to provide user insights
into current health status and identify early stages of illness associated with COVID-19. This
wearable utilizes PPG and temperature sensing technology in order to provide accurate
measurements of the three aforementioned vitals: temperature, heart rate, and blood oxygen
saturation (SpO2). Our system has shown promise early in development, having only marginal
differences in heart rate measurements with comparable commercial sensors (0.17%-3.92%).
Further work would include improvement of SpO2 calculation, physical and electrical design
improvements, and completion of end-to-end integration for a more cohesive project.
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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has drawn significant attention to the fact that our current healthcare
system often fails underprivileged communities. The pandemic has undoubtedly had
disproportionate effects across people of different backgrounds, ethnicities, and socioeconomic
status. This problem is partially due to the fact that people who fall under the specific groups that
are at a higher health-related risk have less access to certain healthcare services and assets. Our
product is a health wearable that aims to help eradicate this problem by providing a low cost
means for continuous health monitoring. This wearable features the same sophisticated
technology utilized in other wearables on the market, but is constructed in a way that maximizes
cost efficiency.

Background and Motivation
A study conducted from January 1, 2020 to April 8, 2020 analyzed 1,052 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 in order to determine the various socioeconomic factors that positively correlated
with contraction of the disease.1 The study specifically looked at patients who received care from
Sutter Health, a large integrated health care system in Northern California. Results found via
biostatistical analysis suggest that many different characteristics, such as age, gender,
race/ethnicity, type of health care, and income, greatly impacted how different populations were
affected by COVID-19. Results relating specifically to income revealed that patients who tested
positive for COVID-19 who resided in ZIP codes within the top two quartiles of income were
less likely to be admitted to the hospital than those residing in the bottom-quartile ZIP code.
Median annual household income values used to determine these quartiles ranged from $31,379
to $250,001.1 It was additionally found that African American patients involved in the study
overall lived in lower-income ZIP codes than all other racial/ethnic groups. Among African
American patients who tested positive for COVID-19, 52.2% were hospitalized compared to
only 25.7% of white patients.1
It is clear from the data presented that the COVID-19 pandemic has disproportionately affected
lower-income populations. This can partially be attributed to the lack of access lower-income
populations have to basic health care amenities. Lower-income populations have limited health
3

insurance options compared to higher-income populations. And while medicaid and medicare are
provided by the federal government, not everyone qualifies for these programs. Additionally,
these programs only provide limited coverage for health-related expenses.
More recent research additionally shows that specific biometric vitals are heavily correlated with
COVID-19. One of the most common symptoms associated with COVID-19 is silent hypoxia.
Silent hypoxia refers to a condition in which an individual shows an alarmingly low blood
oxygen saturation, typically referring to a blood oxygen concentration of 50-80% as opposed to
the anticipated level of 95% or higher.33 However, unlike traditional hypoxia, patients who
exhibit silent hypoxia may not experience any shortness of breath or exhibit any symptoms at all,
making it particularly difficult to diagnose without medical equipment. Given that SARS-CoV-2
primarily targets the respiratory and vascular systems, additional studies show that even milder
cases of the disease can be identified by monitoring blood oxygen concentration.39
Another study specifically evaluates heart rate fluctuation in COVID-19 positive patients.34 This
study was conducted as a monocentric observational cohort study which was performed by
reviewing the medical electronic case records of patients who were admitted to Niguarda
Hospital after the first Italian autochthonous COVID case on 21 February 2020, until 23 July
2020. This study found that the most common cardiovascular arrhythmia associated with
COVID-19 is sinus tachycardia, or an elevated heart rate. Sinus tachycardia is typically
characterized as a heart rate of over 100 beats per minute (BPM). While an arrhythmia is
significantly likely to occur with patients who experienced a more severe course of the disease, it
may still be a useful biometric to monitor disease progression over time. Additional studies have
also confirmed that patients who have had COVID-19 are at an increased risk for cardiovascular
diseases long after treatment.37,38
Other symptoms commonly associated with COVID-19 include fever, or elevated temperature as
a result of the body’s natural immune response to infection. A research article conducted studies
that evaluate the relationship between early fever and COVID-19.35 In this particular study, early
fever is described as an increase in body temperature above normal levels within 5 days of
symptoms onset. Early fever was found to be highly correlated with COVID-19 infection and
4

may be especially helpful in predicting long term recovery for moderately to severely ill patients.
Similar findings were reported in larger studies.44,45 A second symptom that has been repeatedly
associated with the body’s infection immune response that has been found to be consistent with
COVID-19 is blood coagulation, which can be detected from a PPG signal by analyzing pulsatile
signals.46,47
Having the ability to identify specific biometric values that are associated with COVID-19
allows for many possibilities in using telehealth monitoring to recognize an infection and
monitor disease progression over time. There are several studies available which have analyzed
the potential effectiveness of a wearable device for detecting COVID-19.40-43

Literature Review
A literature review was conducted in order to identify the relevant technologies in wearable
devices that would be suitable for our given application. Through this review, the design process
was able to begin based upon the technologies that we found to be feasible to incorporate into an
initial prototype.

Photoplethysmography (PPG)
Photoplethysmography (PPG) sensing is a non-invasive optical measurement technique used to
acquire multiple biometric features, such as heart rate (HR) and oxygen saturation percentage
(SpO2).4-8,20 It can additionally measure other biometric features with proper algorithmic
implementation, such as respiratory rate (RR), heart rate variability (HRV), glucose readings,
blood pressure, hypertension, and more.4,5,17 Because of this versatility, as well as it being
extremely simple and cost-effective to manufacture, it is a technology ideal for wearable devices.
It utilizes light, often from one or multiple light-emitting photodiodes (LEDs), and a
photodetector to measure volumetric changes of blood.4-8 The basis for PPG sensing follows the
principle of Beer-Lambert’s Law, which states that the measured light intensity decreases
exponentially as a function of the initial light intensity and the path length.6,10 Pre-processed PPG
signals feature systolic and diastolic peaks (Figure 1). These peaks are used multiple ways
algorithmically to extract biometric features from PPG signals, with systolic peaks namely being
5

used to measure heart rate and diastolic peaks being coupled with systolic peaks to measure
arterial stiffness.4

Figure 1: Diagram of PPG signal acquisition [adapted from Tamura et al.]8

There are two commonly used methods in PPG sensing: transmissive and reflective (see Figure
2).8 Transmissive sensing is often commonly done using the index finger by measuring the
transmitted light on the other end using a photodetector. This technique is also able to be
employed in other anatomical locations in the body, such as the ear, cheek, and nasal section.8
Reflective sensing measures the reflected light that bounces back from the skin to the sensor.8
Reflective sensing is often employed in continuous wearable systems on the wrist given that
transmitted light cannot be readily detected.8 However, reflective sensing in particular is
especially sensitive to motion, external light, and changes in pressure, which present challenges
in a continuous wearable system. Motion sensitivity can be mitigated by using accelerometer
data to capture the directionality of the movement.4,6

6

Figure 2: Transmissive (left) and Reflective (right) PPG sensing type. LED: light emitting
diode, PD: photodetector [adapted from Tamura et al.] 8

Electrocardiogram (ECG)
Electrocardiogram (ECG) is one of the more traditional yet presently relevant methods used to
evaluate biometric data concerning the heart.9 Unlike the PPG that uses optical measurement
techniques, ECG’s use one or more leads that house electrodes to monitor electrical impulses in
the heart. ECG’s are useful in monitoring heart rate and can detect heart-related issues such as
abnormal heart rhythms (arrhythmias) and coronary artery disease (CAD).9
A processed ECG signal is divided into three main sections: the P wave, QRS complex, and T
wave (see Figure 3).3 The P wave is caused by atrial depolarization, the QRS complex is caused
by ventricular depolarization, and the T wave is caused by ventricular repolarization.3
Abnormalities in the shape and time period of these intervals are what are often analyzed when
diagnosing someone with arrhythmias, CAD, and other cardiac-related diseases.

Figure 3: Period of ECG signal labeled [adapted from Bsoul et al.]3

7

Like PPG sensors, ECG sensors are commonly used in wearable devices. In clinical settings,
ECG systems often have multiple leads that have electrodes, which can range anywhere from
three to twelve, that are placed at different anatomical positions across the body to conduct a
more accurate and comprehensive analysis.12 However, having a high number of leads is
unfeasible for wearable devices due to it being unfeasible to have people wear leads across their
body. Existing solutions mentioned previously, such as the Apple Watch and FitBit, employ
single and dual-lead systems, which are lower quality than clinical systems, but still provide a
comparable analysis.13,14 However, the single and double lead ECG technology in wearables is
complex and still relatively new and unproven. As a result of this, wearable sensors often include
an additional PPG sensor as another source to measure biometric readings.13

Temperature
Body temperature is a common precursor for illness, with increased temperatures being
consistent with people fighting infection. Non-contact temperature sensing is often done using
photodetectors which read the infrared energy being emitted by a given object. Infrared energy
and temperature are proportional, so, with proper calibration, it is an effective technique in
measuring the temperature of an object.11
However, measuring body temperature is complex due to core temperature fluctuating at
different anatomical locations. For the wrist, a common location for wearable devices, the core
temperature greatly fluctuates based upon the point of measurement, with the region near the
radial artery being the desirable location for measurement due to higher vascularity (see Figure
4).2 Based on this, it was decided that the temperature sensor would be best positioned near the
inner wrist to have skin temperature measurements most comparable to core temperature.

Figure 4: Thermal profile of wrist [figure courtesy of auf der Strasse et al.] 2
8

Comparison of Technologies
Seshadri et al. analyzed the different technologies previously mentioned relating to health sensor
platforms and their potential applications in wearables to detect symptoms of COVID-19.7 It
compares the sensing capabilities of ECG, PPG, accelerometer and temperature sensors.

Table 1: Comparison of sensors and the biometric features they have been proven to be
able to analyze [table courtesy of Seshadri et al.]7

It is evident from this table that PPG sensing would be essential for any diagnostic system
looking to diagnose COVID-19 given its ability to compute SpO2.7 However, as previously
mentioned, additional components, such as ECG sensing and supplementary motion data via
accelerometer(s), are extremely important in improving the overall efficacy of any wearable
monitoring system.

Disease Predictions Using Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Artificial intelligence (AI) is commonly used in applications concerning diseases, such as disease
forecasting from online data trends and various symptoms for a wide range of diseases, such as
cerebral and heart disease.61-64 Data used can either be qualitative, such as age, gender, ethnicity,
etc. or quantitative, biometric data. Given the rise and introduction of wearable and IoT
technology, continuous health monitoring to acquire continuous, relevant data introduces the
potential for the accumulation of data to generate significant insights into a given person’s health
or risk of disease. In the context of COVID-19, there has been limited but rising research in the
area of wearable predictive capabilities. Various research groups have used biometric data from
smartwatches to detect physiological anomalies that appear prior to the onset of COVID-19
symptoms for infected patients.65-6 Notably, a medical device called the TigerTech that uses
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machine learning methods to analyze PPG signals and correctly identify biomarkers in people
positive with COVID-19 at a 98.6% rate.49

Project Objectives
Given the increased need for continuous biometric monitoring in conjunction with the greater
need for early disease diagnosis, this project looks to fabricate a fully-functional continuous
wearable device aimed at monitoring vitals pertinent to diseases like COVID-19 or any others
that may appear in future years. The potential utility behind this device would be to offer it at an
affordable cost for underserved communities that have a greater need for such devices during a
pandemic, have it be able to discern risk of infection using relevant biometric and qualitative
data, and be easily configurable to provide a platform for researchers to try novel processing
techniques. For the scope of this year, the project was primarily focused on early-stage research
and development of the hardware and software for a minimally viable platform in hopes of
providing a foundation for future iterations of the project to fully accomplish one or many of the
above objectives.

System-Level Discussion
Our health monitoring system meets numerous benchmark requirements required in wearable
systems today (Figure 5). It is convenient to wear day-to-day, with it being wrist-wearable and
fully enclosed with no external wiring required. It acquires relevant biometric data, including
heart rate, blood oxygen saturation (SpO2), and core temperature, using photoplethysmography
(PPG) and infrared (IR) sensors. These sensors are coupled with an accelerometer to detect
motion artifacts, which are essential for proper biometric signal processing.4,19 The system is also
intentionally simplistic, with all critical components being commercial IC’s, in order to be
reproducible, modular, and easy to improve upon in future iterations.
Data from the wearable is sent via Bluetooth low energy (BLE) characteristics to our desktop
application, which performs real-time signal processing and interactively displays real-time
biometric insights to the user. Signal processing can be tuned using the interface in order to
adjust parameters accordingly based upon system-to-system variability. Biometric data is stored
10

locally, which allows for a secure and comprehensive dataset of the user’s health in order to
provide more significant insights. Based on the biometric data inputted and the user’s health
history, the interface will output a general health score and explanation for the user to provide a
health status update.

Figure 5: System level overview of wearable and application

Customer Needs & System Level Requirements
When finalizing our system, the three primary requirements that were foundational for the
system we were looking to 1) develop were for it to be wearable, 2) have a real-time user
interface, and 3) be created in an open-source manner.
The first requirement was that it be wearable and convenient to the user. This would include the
device not having external wires and being self-contained, as well as it being in a location where
it would be convenient to continuously monitor a patient. Given our literature review and the
current state of the field, our desired location was the inner forearm.
The next essential requirement was to develop a real-time user interface. The user interface
would be a desktop application that would have the ability to receive signals wirelessly, process
signals, and display processed signals in real-time.

Benchmarking Results
One of the existing wearables for COVID-19 detection, as mentioned previously, is the Tiger
Tech COVID Plus Monitor.48 This device was developed by Tiger Tech and approved by the
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FDA under emergency use authorization in March 2021. The COVID Plus Monitor has two
embedded PPG monitors which help to identify whether a patient may be exhibiting specific
biomarkers, specifically relating to blood coagulation, that are associated with a SARS-CoV-2
infection. Because this device was only approved under emergency use authorization, it is not
commercially available to the general public and its use has been primarily restricted to hospital
settings. The FDA also specifically states that the COVID Plus Monitor is not a diagnostic
device, but is intended to be used as a means to help prevent the spread of infection along with
other specific measures put in place.49
There are also several other commercially available general health sensors on the market today
that cover a wide range of prices and capabilities. One of the most popular, technologically
advanced wearables on the market is the AppleWatch. The AppleWatch has several different
features, including extensive health monitoring, user-set activity goals, individualized fitness
tracking options, communication with other apple devices such as iPhone, and app-running
capabilities. The AppleWatch utilizes both PPG and ECG sensors that are compatible with
Apple’s standard product hardware in order to achieve the capacity to handle all of these tasks.
However, all of these features come with a cost. AppleWatches typically range from $200-750
depending on which series the customer chooses and which added capabilities, such as a cellular
data plan, they chose to include. While the AppleWatch utilizes highly sophisticated and accurate
technology, it is not a viable option for many people due to its cost.13
Another popular, less expensive health monitoring wearable on the market is FitBit. FitBit is not
as advanced as the AppleWatch, but still offers some similar features such as health monitoring
and fitness tracking. FitBit currently only utilizes ECG sensing technology, as opposed to both
PPG and ECG, and typically range from $80-300 in cost.14
There are many other health sensors available from drug stores, pharmacies, and online that are
even less costly at an average of around $30 each. However, these sensors vary significantly in
capabilities and technology. The wearable health sensor described in this project aims to provide
reliable and constant monitoring with a computer-based user interface to allow for extensive
insight that other health monitors in the same price range cannot provide.
12

While all of these wearables offer accurate health monitoring of common biometric vitals, such
as HR and SpO2, there is still a need in the market for a wearable device that additionally offers
COVID-19 detection capabilities at a relatively low cost. The table below is a comparison matrix
which summarizes the similarities and differences between the previously mentioned wearable
sensors and the proposed solution discussed throughout this paper.
Table 2: Comparison Matrix of Existing Sensors
Tiger Tech
COVID Plus

Apple Watch

Commercial

Commercial

Proposed

Wrist Sensor

Finger Sensor

Solution

Monitor
ECG
PPG
HR sensing
SpO2 sensing
Skin
temperature
sensing
Continuous
Monitoring
Bluetooth
Compatible
COVID-19
Application
Low-Cost
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Functional Analysis
Our system consists of two primary systems: the wearable and external software application that
exists on an external computer.
The wearable system is meant to acquire HR, SpO2, and temperature data while being worn in a
convenient manner. It consists of the electronic subsystem, which houses the sensors,
microcontroller, and battery to power the device, and the physical subsystem, which houses the
electronics and provides the structure necessary to conveniently wear the device.
The external software is the primary powerhouse of the system, which houses multiple important
subsystems. The software consists of a graphical user interface, bluetooth receiving, signal
processing methods, biometric analysis, and data visualization. The main performance goal of
the software is to receive and output data in a timely manner to provide users with near real-time
biometric statistics.

Key System Level Issues, Trade-Offs
The first system level issue raised during our literature review was the best means to acquire the
main biometric vitals of heart rate, SpO2, and more. The sensor location for the wrist was fairly
simple to decide upon given the prevalence of wrist wearables as well as it being a desirable
location for continuous vital monitoring, which was one of our main requirements.
ECG and PPG technology, as mentioned in our Background section, were quickly identified as
the state of the art sensors for acquiring these vitals. There were many systems that we identified
through research that had shown strong success in biometric monitoring using integrated sensing
with ECG, PPG, or both.13,14 Given that PPG sensors are able to monitor respiratory vitals, such
as SpO2, and are low-cost to manufacture, it was determined that we would, at a minimum, be
integrating PPG sensing into our system. In an ideal scenario, we agreed that integrating both
ECG and PPG technology would provide the best end-to-end coverage for vital monitoring and
likely allow for a greater . However, most applications of monitoring vitals using ECG in our
literature search did not use single or dual lead and, if they did, required fairly complex means of
14

fabrication. Due to there being a significant amount of other system-level requirements we were
looking to meet, as well as the fact that PPG sensing is able to provide a similar biometric
analysis as ECG sensing, we decided to forego implementing ECG sensing into our system.
Some additional design decisions that were a bit minor was the omission of an OLED screen on
the wearable due to it having low importance given the external application and using a different
breakout PPG sensor due to some electronic incompatibility.

Team and Project Management
After completing a good portion of our initial literature review during the Fall quarter, we
developed a Gantt chart (see Table 3) to provide us with a rough set of expectations and soft
deadlines to follow throughout the remainder of the school year to ensure the success of our
project. Additionally, a budget was planned and high-level roles were assigned to team members.
Table 3: Gantt Chart
Fall Quarter

Winter Quarter

Spring Quarter

Senior Design Schedule
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Break 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Break 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Literature search
Identify components for wearable
Begin electrical design
Begin writing code
Preliminary physical design
Draft user interface
Order components
Bench testing of sensors
(PPG and temperature)
Design wristwatch
Research PPG Algorithms
Assemble wristwatch
Get Bluetooth receiving working
Integrate bluetooth w/ user interface
Have UI fully functioning
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Plan human tests
Human Testing
Presentation preparation
Final testing/analysis
Thesis writing

Table 4: Proposed bill of materials + budget in fall quarter
Component
Breadboard PCB

Item Description
Adafruit Perma-Proto

Vendor

Quantity

Total Cost

Adafruit

1

$8.50

Amazon

1

$19.99

Amazon

1

$6.39

TinyCircuits

1

$2.99

Amazon

1

$6.79

Adafruit

1

$1.50

Amazon

1

$15.53

Quarter-sized Breadboard
PCB - 3 Pack
Arduino Nano

Arduino Nano 33 IoT with
Headers [ABX00032]

USB to

Short Micro USB Cable,

Micro-USB cable

CableCreation USB to Micro
USB 24 AWG Triple Shielded
Fast Charger Cable

Wireling Cables

5-Pin Wireling Cables (50
mm)

Jumper Wires

EDGELEC 120pcs
Breadboard Jumper Wires
20cm Wire Length

8-bit Logic Shifter

74LVC245 - Breadboard
Friendly 8-bit Logic Level
Shifter

5V Battery

PowerBoost Charger,

Charger

Rechargeable 5V Lipo USB
Boost at 500mA+
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3.3V Converter

LM3671 3.3V Buck Converter

Adafruit

1

$4.95

Adafruit

1

$0.95

Amazon

1

$10.99

Amazon

1

$10.88

SparkFun

1

$22.50

Amazon

1

$13.88

Amazon

1

$9.57

Santa Clara

N/A

N/A

1

$16.95

Breakout - 3.3V Output
600mA Max
Switch

Breadboard-friendly SPDT
Slide Switch

Bluetooth Module

DSD TECH HM-10 Bluetooth
4.0 BLE iBeacon UART
Module with 4PIN Base Board
for Arduino UNO R3 Mega
2560 Nano

OLED Screen

Songhe 0.96 inch 12864

Display

128X64 OLED LCD Display
Board Module

PPG Sensor

SparkFun Photodetector
Breakout - MAX30101
(Qwiic)

Temperature

Songhe GY-906 MLX90614

Sensor

MLX90614ESF Non Contact
IR Infrared Temperature
Sensor

Velcro Straps

VELCRO Brand Elastic Cinch
Straps with Buckle 15in x 1in,
2 Count

3D Printing

PLA

Material

University

Commercial

Santamedical Dual Color

Finger Sensor

OLED Pulse Oximeter

Amazon

Fingertip
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Commercial Wrist

MorePro Fitness Tracker with

Sensor

Blood Pressure Heart Rate

Amazon

1

$33.99

Monitor
Total

$185.40

Table 5: Team member primary roles
Team Member

Primary Roles

George Kouretas

Lead for electronics and software
development and integration, biometric
analysis

Kelley McCarroll

Main point of contact, lead mechanical
designer, statistical analysis

Electronic Subsystem
The electronic subsystem of our device can be divided into two smaller subsystems: the sensor
subsystem and power subsystem. Due to the focus of this project being to test the efficacy of
biometric signal acquisition of our sensors on the wrist, the power subsystem was made
simplistic, which leaves room for improvement in optimizing power consumption. The electronic
subsystem was first tested and verified through bench testing and then, when the components
were finalized, modularized into a wearable form factor (see Figure 7). This was done by using
three miniature protoboards purchased from Adafruit and using laser-cut acrylic spacers to
separate the components.
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Figures 6 and 7: System schematic and final electronic assembly

Electronic Subsystem Requirements
Our sensor subsystem is required to acquire biometric signals and send the raw signals to an
external application at a sufficient rate of communication. The power subsystem is required to
provide sufficient power to allow our sensor subsystem to operate within any electronic
specifications for the sensor subsystem’s components.

Power Subsystem Design Description
In order to power our system, a minimum of 4.5 V is required to power our Arduino Nano 33
IoT. Due to the compact nature of a wearable device, a LiPo battery was the obvious choice due
to its small size and low price. The only downside to commercial LiPo batteries is that they are
commercially available at 3.7V, which is insufficient to power the Arduino. This required the
addition of a voltage booster in order to reach the minimum required voltage. The voltage
booster that was used within the subsystem was the Adafruit PowerBoost 500C, which is able to
boost a 3.7V input voltage to 5.2V and current of 500mA, which contains an micro-USB input to
charge the LiPo as well as an enable pin that allows for the addition of a switch to turn the power
subsystem on and off. Due to all our components being low-power, 500mA was assumed to be
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more than enough. If this were later found to be unsuitable, higher power alternatives to the
voltage booster we purchased were identified as backup options.

Figure 8: Power subsystem

Power Subsystem Verification
The power subsystem was tested through affirmation that it, when configured properly, would
output at least 5V in order to power our Arduino microcontroller. Using an oscilloscope, we
characterized the output voltage to be approximately 5.2V, which was expected. Additional parts
of the system, such as its ability to operate while charging and the switch powering on/off the
PowerBoost board, were additionally tested and verified.
Through verification of the power subsystem, one unexpected occurrence happened involving
the LBO pin on the PowerBoost 500C. The LBO pin provides an indicator that the battery is low
by acting as a logical pin that is set to HIGH when the battery is at a high voltage (> 3.3V) and
LOW when the battery drops below this. Due to our Arduino having an operating voltage of
3.3V, we hoped to use this pin as an indicator for when the battery was low, which would ideally
trigger an interrupt to signal the user that the system needed to be charged. To achieve this, we
attempted to implement a voltage divider to reduce the voltage from this pin to a safe level when
it was in the HIGH state. However, when we did this, the state of the pin would always drop to
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LOW, making this infeasible. Through root cause analysis, it was determined that this may have
been due to the LBO pin reading the reduced voltage from our voltage divider and falsely
diagnosing it as the battery’s voltage. Due to this being a relatively unimportant part of our
overall system, we decided to not incorporate this into our final system.

Sensor Subsystem Design Description
The sensor subsystem (see Figure 9) consisted of sensors used to acquire the relevant biometric
signals previously mentioned, which are heart rate, blood oxygen saturation rate, and
temperature. One sensor for PPG and one for non-contact temperature sensing were determined
to be suitable in acquiring these signals. From here, the next step was to identify commercial
integrated circuits (ICs) that 1) have a high level of configurability in order for us to use them for
our niche application and 2) are low cost.

Figure 9: Sensor Subsystem Block Schematic
When researching which PPG sensor to use, we found that Maxim Integrated has a family of
PPG sensors frequently mentioned in the literature, which are low cost when mass-produced, and
have proven efficacy in biometric signal acquisition (see Table 6).4,5 Maxim has two commonly
used sensors the MAX30101 and MAX30102.11,12 Both sensors use red and IR LEDs for
reflective PPG monitoring.11,12,13 These sensors are recommended for finger-based monitoring
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over wrist-based monitoring, which is due to wrist-based techniques being more difficult to yield
higher quality PPG signals due to comparably lower blood perfusion in the wrist.1,6,14 The main
difference between these sensors is that the MAX30101 has an additional green LED, which is
preferable in wrist-based heart rate monitoring.6,14 Due to this project valuing the fabrication of a
convenient sensor, it was determined that configuring the MAX30101 for wrist-based monitoring
would be the most preferable method. Maxim does have another optical sensor (MAX86141)
which is meant for wrist-based monitoring and has some proven efficacy.2,13 However, there is no
commercial breakout board, software library, and fewer open-source projects and literature
papers for the MAX86141, making it less viable for the context of this study than the
MAX30101.
Table 6: Comparison of Maxim Integrated Sensors
Sensor

Type

LED’s

Location

Biometrics

Cost**

Breakout

Verifiable,

board

open-source

commercially

software

available?

library
available?

MAX30101

Reflective

3 (Red, IR,

Finger, Wrist*

HR, SpO2

$5.85

Green)
MAX30102
MAX86141

Reflective

2 (Red, IR)

Finger, Wrist*

HR, SpO2

$6.37

Reflective,

3 (Red, IR,

Finger, Wrist,

HR, SpO2,

$9.94

Transmissive

Green) + 3

Ear

StO2

external mux
LEDs
*MAX30101 and MAX30102 are recommended for finger-based monitoring, but have been used in literature for wrist-based monitoring. The
MAX30101 is preferable between the two for wrist-based applications due to it having an additional green LED, which is preferable for signal
acquisition in wrist-based monitoring
**Cost is per 5000 units from Mouser for just the IC.30 Buying a singular sensor will cost more.

The temperature sensor we found was an MLX90614, which is a non-contact IR thermometer
that is often used in medical applications that has a medical accuracy of up to 0.1˚C.58,59
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Testing and Verification
The experimental methods and materials associated with the testing of the wearable health sensor
start at an independent component level until eventual progression into whole system testing. We
determined that it was imperative to test our sensors individually from an external breadboard
circuit before completing the full assembly of the wearable in order to troubleshoot any problems
that we encountered with the individual components. The progress made so far reflects
individual component testing of the temperature sensor and PPG sensor. Specific methods for the
testing of each of these components are outlined in the following sections.
These experiments are important for two primary reasons: sensor and system viability. The
biometric sensors (MAX30101 and MLX96014) being used for this project are characterized in
order to (1) determine the viability of the sensor and (2) determine if there are any unaccounted
corrections or dependencies the sensors require given our use case.

Figure 10: Bench setup used for testing system

Sensor Characterization
Temperature Sensor
The temperature sensor used in this project is an IR infrared sensor. Temperature sensing is
critical in the diagnosis of several conditions and an imperative part of this health sensor’s
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design. Individual testing of the temperature sensor confirmed the reliability of the sensor
utilized in this design. This bench testing was conducted by connecting the temperature sensor to
a breadboard that also included connections to the power supply and Arduino. The input code for
temperature sensing was communicated to the Arduino through a USB-C to MicroUSB
connection cable. Once the Arduino is connected to the computer and the code is run, the
computer displays time-stamped readings in real-time from the temperature sensor in a separate
window.

Figure 11: Example of temperature sensor raw data output
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Figure 12: Temperature sensor location testing experimental setup
The readings provided by the sensor were then collected and the values were organized into an
excel sheet in order to compare results. The initial tests ran were to determine whether or not
direct contact with the skin would provide a proper internal body temperature reading and how
long it would take for the readings to become consistent. This was evaluated by running several
trials with the sensor on the same location on the body while maintaining direct contact with the
skin throughout the entire experiment.
Secondary tests were then run in order to determine whether or not the position of the
temperature sensor would have an impact on the readings that it put out. This test was conducted
by running tests at each location and directly comparing the results of each of the tests before
compiling the results in order to determine a comparable average temperature reading and
standard deviation value for each location. A standard elastic hair tie was utilized in the wrist and
forearm tests in order to ensure direct contact with the skin throughout the duration of the
experiment. These averages were then compared to each other in order to determine which
location proved to be the most accurate temperature source. The tests conducted in this study
compared 4 different locations: the inner wrist, outer wrist, pointer fingertip, and upper forearm.
These specific locations were chosen based on previous research in which the ideal locations for
PPG and temperature testing were evaluated.1 The results of these tests are summarized in Figure
13 below.
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Table 7: Temperature Sensor Location Comparison
Avg. Temperature Reading (℉)

Standard Deviation

Inner Wrist

97.74734694

2.418268816

Outer Wrist

99.71857143

4.0768876

Pointer Fingertip

103.0793878

7.019036736

Upper Forearm

95.49836735

4.235208253

Figure 13: Temperature Sensor Location Comparison

These results confirmed the hypothesis that the temperature sensor utilized in this wearable,
while intended for the fingertip, could also provide accurate skin temperature readings from the
wrist. These results further confirmed that of the average temperature achieved from each
location, the readings from the inner wrist were the most consistent with the expected human
body temperature of 98.6 degrees fahrenheit. Additionally, the standard deviation of the
temperature readings recorded from the inner wrist was significantly lower than the standard
deviation recorded for the temperature readings taken from the other three locations.
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PPG Sensor
Photoplethysmography (PPG) sensing is a non-invasive optical measurement technique used to
acquire multiple biometric features, such as heart rate (HR) and oxygen saturation percentage
(SpO2).1,7 There are two commonly used methods in PPG sensing: transmissive and reflective.
Transmissive sensing is often done with the index finger and measures the amount of light
transmitting from the side away from the finger. Reflective sensing measures the reflected light
that bounces back from the skin to the sensor.4 The latter is what is used in wrist monitoring
wearables, making it the preferred method of PPG sensing for this project.
In order to characterize the efficacy of the MAX30101, it was important to initially determine
whether wrist-based monitoring is comparable, or better than its finger-based monitoring. In
order to achieve this, two MAX30101 PPG sensors, one monitoring biometric signals on the
wrist and the other on the finger were run in parallel to provide a direct comparison between the
signals. Both sensors need to be secured in some form in order to keep them rigid. This can be
done in a variety of ways, such as with tape (see Figure 14), hair ties, or rubber bands. The
posterior distal forearm was found to be the best wrist location for PPG sensing, due to it being
much more vascular than the forearm.4

Figure 14: Experimental setup to monitor biometric signals from the wrist and finger in
parallel
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The sensors are easily programmable using SparkFun’s open-source MAX3010x libraries. There
are slight limitations with the library, namely there being no configurable move to only drive the
green LED and the inability to independently change the LED currents. In order to configure the
wrist sensor’s LED timing diagram consistent with the recommended settings for wrist-based
heart rate monitoring with the MAX30101,14 the library was slightly changed to allow for only
the green LED to characterize the signal quality of the green LED. In addition, the green LED
for the wrist-based sensor must be programmed to receive its maximum current of 80mA to
increase the brightness, which significantly improves the signal quality for wrist-based PPG
monitoring.14
Initial results showed that the signal was too noisy to properly process and correct. The root
cause was determined to be that the sample rate was too low, being about ~10 Hz. After
increasing the sampling rate, the signal was able to be properly processed and matched an
expected profile of a PPG signal (see Figure 15).

Figure 15: Processed wrist PPG signal acquired during our bench testing
From this testing, the following parameters for the MAX30101 were finalized for our final
system:
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Table 8: MAX30101 Parameters
Parameter

Value

Explanation

LED Brightness

255

8-bit (0-255) value to
determine LED brightness.
Set to maximum per
suggestion from Maxim
Integrated27

Sample Rate

1000

Frequency of one cycle of
readings

Pulse Width

69

PWM of LED [μs]. Lowest
allowable value

ADC Range

16384

ADC range of returnable
values. Higher value allows
for testing of higher
brightness but increases size.

Sample Average

4

Number of samples taken and
averaged before returning a
value

Number of LED’s

3

Number of LED’s being used.
Set to 3 in order to use red,
IR, and green LED’s.
Firmware can be edited to
add more configurability to
this parameter.

These parameters gave us a theoretical signal acquisition rate for all 3 LED’s of approximately
83.3 Hz, which was calculated using Equation 1. This frequency through our bench testing, was
found to be suitable in acquiring a strong enough signal to process and subsequently analyze.

𝑓=

𝑓=

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 × # 𝐿𝐸𝐷'𝑠

1000
4(3)

=

1000
12

= 83. 3 𝐻𝑧

Equation 1: Calculating the approximate expected frequency of the system
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Electronic Subsystem Testing
Once the electronics were integrated, the subsystem was fully assembled into a more modular
form factor for a wearable application (see Figure 7). The electronic assembly was fully
functional, which was verified by uploading our Arduino code and having comparable
performance to what was seen with the bench setup (see Figure 16). Unfortunately, an issue
arose later in testing which prevented us from using this subassembly for verification testing due
to time constraints (see Future Work section).

Figure 16: Initial testing of electronic subsystem showing successful integration
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External Application Subsystems
Subsystem Requirements
The purpose of our external application is to be a central hub for both development as well as
general biometric monitoring. There are various requirements that we set concerning what would
be required for it in a finalized system:
1. The application will be built in an open-source software to promote accessibility and
remove any licensing and cost restrictions for mass production.
2. The application will be able to receive data from the sensor via Bluetooth communication
at a rate deemed to be sufficient.
3. The application will display processed biometric signals and data at or near real-time
4. The application will save data, both raw and processed, into parsable files for any
subsequent machine learning or advanced analysis.
All of these requirements were either partially or fully completed at the time of writing this
paper, with some work left to be done by future groups to achieve complete and optimal
requirement completion.

Design Description
The external application was built in Python, due to it being an open-source software with easy
to use libraries for bluetooth communication, user interface building, and signal processing.
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Figure 17: Proposed workflow of external application
The external application is divided into four distinct subsystems: the front end interactable
graphical user interface (GUI) to allow for users to enter relevant qualitative personal
information, the bluetooth subsystem for communicating with the wearable device, signal
processing for transforming the received data, biometric analysis for computing the biometric
vitals from processed signals, and the data visualization that provides real-time visuals of the
received data.

Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The graphical user interface (GUI) was developed using Python’s tkinter module, which is the
primary library in Python used for user interface building. The existing workflow of the
application involves the user either selecting that they are a new or existing user. If they are a
new user, they input their name, age, gender, and ethnicity, which is basic information commonly
used in machine learning classification. Once they “submit” this information, a local directory is
generated with their name with a .json file that is populated with the information inputted (see
Figure x). If they select that they are an existing user, the application checks for users that have
previously been added to the application and provides a dropdown list for the user to select
themselves.
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Figure 18: GUI Workflow for new and existing users

Figure 19: User-inputted information that gets saved locally

Signal Processing
Signal processing was required for the acquired PPG signal, due to a lack of existing signal
processing available in SparkFun’s open-source MAX3010x library. Due to the MLX90614
library outputting a temperature, no further processing for this was required.
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In order to meet this project’s open-source requirement, signal processing was carried out using
Python. A research group from Delft University created a Python library called HeartPy that has
tools meant for PPG pre-processing and analysis.21,22 HeartPy utilizes functions from Python’s
general signal processing library, SciPy, as a foundation for functions that are particularly useful
and relevant for PPG and ECG signal processing.

Testing and Verification
Testing and verification of signal processing was performed using data acquired in the steps
mentioned in the “Electronic Subsystem” section. The data was acquired by outputting raw PPG
signals into the Arduino Serial console and copy/pasting it into a .txt file. In addition to the PPG
sensor output, the Serial output includes a respective timestamp, which allows a close
approximation of the signal acquisition frequency.
After testing various combinations of signal processing steps, a final set of necessary steps were
determined to optimally process the signal (see Figure 20). This set of steps involved using a
Notch filter, a low-pass filter, and a signal inversion along the y-axis.

Figure 20: PPG signal processing steps for sample data acquired from bench testing
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A bandpass filter, also referred to as a Notch filter, is a method commonly used to remove
baseline wander, which is a low-frequency artifact commonly seen in ECG and PPG signals.15,32
For ECG signals, it is commonly caused by patient breathing, movement, and nonoptimal
electrode contact.33 This is additionally relevant for PPG signals, given the high sensitivity of
motion artifacts and the contact interface between the sensor and the skin.8 Using the HeartPy
module, a Notch filter can be applied to a signal with a given sampling rate and cutoff frequency.
The sampling rate can be easily computed using the time data given from the Arduino console,
and the cutoff frequency experimentally was found to be effective at around 0.05 Hz.
After applying a Notch filter to the signal, there was still some evident noise in the signal, which
could be corrected using a low-pass filter. A low pass filter allows for high-frequency noise
artifacts to be smoothed to make post-processing of the signal for biometrics easier.
Experimentally, an effective cutoff frequency for the low-pass filter at a sampling rate of ~80 Hz
was found to be anywhere from 1-3 Hz.
Lastly, the signal acquired must be inverted along the y-axis to properly reflect the nature of the
pulsatile movement of blood flow. As seen in Figure x, the systolic peak, which is commonly the
absolute peak of a PPG signal, gives off the lowest intensity due to more light being absorbed by
the blood. This causes the intensity, measured in an outputted ADC value, to be lower in this
phase. Performing a simple inversion of the signal allows for this to be corrected, which provides
the more traditional PPG waveform commonly seen in practice.

Biometric Analysis
Given a processed waveform, additional post-processing analysis needs to be done in order to
acquire biometric data, such as beats per minute (BPM) and blood-oxygen saturation (SpO2). To
calculate BPM, the time difference between adjacent systolic peaks can be taken, which
represents a single pulse.7 This can be done within the HeartPy module using their process()
method, which computes heart rate and other biometric parameters, such as respiratory rate and
heart rate variability (HRV). However, due to the complexity of this method, relatively slow
processing time, and lack of configurability, a more manual and simplified method was used for
runtime considerations. These parameters have been shown to have potential relevance in
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diagnosing diseases such as COVID-19,7 which would provide credence to incorporating them
into a future software implementation.
Indices for the systolic peaks are found for five second windows of data using relative maxima
using SciPy’s find_peaks() method. Once the peaks have been located, the time difference
between the indices can be approximated from the time data that is coupled with a point. Using
this method to find the BPM for a given time results in a relatively noisy measurement (see
Figure x). Any outlier results that were unreasonable caused by a false peak detection or other
issue were automatically disregarded by setting a maximum threshold of 180 BPM and checking
if a value in the 5 second window deviated from the window’s average heart rate by 25 BPM.

Figure 21: BPM moving average
To offset this, a moving average was taken for preceding data to smooth the outputted BPM
measurements. This is done by taking n=10 BPM readings using the method outlined above and
then taking an average of the readings at the time of the tenth reading. After these initial readings
have occurred, for every reading taken after, the average window is shifted by one reading. This
is done with previous readings to decrease latency in acquiring real-time readings.
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To calculate SpO2, red and IR LED signals are analyzed using a set of equations provided by
Maxim Integrated (see Figure 5). The coefficients found in Equation 2 are calibration
coefficients, which Maxim Integrated has provided as being 1.5958422, -34.6596622, and
112.6898759.10,14 It is important to note that these calibration values were taken via finger-based
monitoring with the MAX30101, which means that these calibration values may not be valid.
𝐴𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝐷𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑅 =

𝐴𝐶𝑖𝑟

; (𝑒𝑞. 2)

𝐷𝐶𝑖𝑟

2

𝑆𝑝𝑂2 = 𝑎𝑅 + 𝑏𝑅 + 𝑐; (𝑒𝑞. 3)
2

𝑆𝑝𝑂2 = 104 − 17𝑅 ; (𝑒𝑞. 4)

Equations 2, 3, and 4: Equations used for SpO2 calculation, with a, b, and c being
calibration coefficients14
To calculate R, the AC and DC components of the PPG waveform are found in the method
displayed in Figure x. The AC component is found by taking the difference between the ADC
values of the peak and computed valley. Due to existing baseline wander that may appear in
processing, Maxim Integrated suggested interpolating between adjacent valleys and taking the
computed valley to be the intersection between the index of the peak and said interpolation (see
red points in Figure 22). An alternative to this method was also to approximate the point by
simply taking the first valley after the peak.
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Figure 22: SpO2 interpolation algorithm visualization
Once the R values were computed from the given series of data, both suggested equations were
used and compared by using the interpolation and nearest peak methods (see Figure 23). Like
with the heart rate algorithm, values outside of a reasonable threshold were disregarded to reduce
outliers, which were considered to be any SpO2 values that were computed as being below 50%
and above 100% . Given that a nominal blood oxygen saturation rate is usually between 95 and
100%, the nearest valley algorithm was identified through initial testing as the most consistent
and accurate. The results were nearly identical using the equations provided by Maxim
Integrated, which provided confidence that either one would be suitable. These values were a bit
lower when testing (~93-95%), which may have been caused by non-optimal calibration
parameters.
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Figures 23: Comparison of PPG algorithms tested with bench data

Implementation
Our signal processing mentioned above was implemented in our application by analyzing a ~5
second window of data as it gets received. Having a time window of five seconds is done in
order to refresh the user interface near real time, while also having sufficient data to process.
This does admittedly have significant latency that can be reduced, but doing so given our
processing method would significantly affect the quality of the data. One additional processing
step that was added for the biometric analysis was to ignore the first 50 data points of processed
data, which corresponds to a little over a half a second out of the five second window. This was
done due to the initial window of time persistently being inaccurately scaled at the early portion
of the data. Post-processing biometric analysis was not implemented into the application due to
algorithmic tuning being a continual process throughout the school-year.

Bluetooth Communication
Data is sent using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) from the microcontroller to the external
application. BLE is a common means of short-range communication for IoT devices due to its
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low-power consumption.60 The Arduino Nano 33 IoT houses a NINA module that utilizes BLE,
which eliminates the need for further hardware integration and was one of the primary reasons
the Arduino Nano 33 IoT was chosen as the microcontroller for this system. 67

Bluetooth Sending
Data is sent from the microcontroller using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) characteristics, which
are defined using the ArduinoBLE library. A unique 12-bit UUID and name is defined
programmatically for the Arduino that allows for the receiver to locate the device. Data is
compressed into a BLECharacteristic that is coupled with another unique UUID to
communicate data.

Bluetooth Receiving
Bluetooth receiving is done using the Python library bleak, which was developed for BLE
connection and communication.61 Using bleak, we are able asynchronously receive bytes of data
sent via BLECharacteristics and locally store them for further processing.

Testing and Verification
When testing the BLE sending and receiving software initially, seven BLECharacteristics (three
for the red, IR, and green PPG LEDs, three for the accelerometer axes, and one for the sensed
temperature) were packaged and sent. This resulted in an extremely low frequency of roughly
4.356 +/- 0.372 Hz. As discussed in the previous section, a communication frequency of 75-100
Hz is essential for acquiring a strong PPG signal. In order to increase the speed of data sending, a
singular byte array was packaged into a BLECharacteristic. This was done by bit shifting sensed
PPG, accelerometer, and temperature values, which were converted via post-processing in
Python (see Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Bit shifting protocol for PPG data to compress into byte arrays

After compressing the data in this manner, the sending frequency was characterized to be
approximately 31.601 +/- 5.048 Hz. This was near the maximum communication frequency that
was characterized to be ~33 Hz.
In order to increase the receiving rate for the PPG signal, the attempted sending rate was
decreased by acquiring multiple cycles of PPG data acquisition prior to sending the
BLECharacteristic to the Python bluetooth module. When acquiring five cycles of PPG data, the
receiving frequency is reduced to approximately 20.795 Hz, which corresponds to a signal
acquisition frequency of 103.975 +/- 8.710 Hz.

Figure 25: Relative frequency of BLE data by method
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The consistency of this frequency was tested by taking n=195 frequency measurements, which
were visualized in Figure x. 95.9% of the frequency measurements were over the defined
threshold of 83.3 Hz, which provided sufficient confidence in communication rates. One
important point of note is that this is not sustainable to scale, as there was evident overflow when
trying to have too many cycles.

Figure 26: Frequency test with final protocol

Physical Subsystem
Subsystem Requirements
The requirements of the physical subsystem are as follows:
1. Fully wearable design to allow for continuous monitoring of biometric vitals
2. Maximizes space efficiency to encapsulate entire electronic sub-assembly while
minimizing the overall size of the wearable
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3. Maintains close proximity between skin and sensors to allow for accurate measurements
of biometric vitals
4. Accounts for computer connection ports, charging ports, and switch accessibility

Design Description
The final physical subsystem design is a rectangular prism shape that features two tabs on each
side that allow the wearable to be fixated to the user's inner wrist using a velcro strap. The
housing unit effectively holds the electronic subsystem assembly with little additional space to
prevent movement of the sensors within the physical assembly. This design also includes two
different holes in the bottom of the encasing to allow for the sensors to rest comfortably within
the casing and to provide close proximity between the temperature and PPG sensors and the
user’s skin in order to ensure accurate measurements. The sides of the encasing feature additional
holes which are lined up with the location of the computer and charging ports on the electronic
assembly. There is also a space at the top of the side to allow the user to have direct access to the
on/off switch. Finally, the design features a separate top piece to allow for the core electronic
assembly to be removed if needed in order to provide additional functionality for testing
purposes.
The physical subsystem was designed using SolidWorks computer aided design software and
built using an ultimaker 3D printer with polylactic acid (PLA). The SolidWorks assemblies for
the rectangular housing unit as well as the top lid can be found in Appendix C.

Physical Subsystem Verification
Verification with the physical system was done by assembling it with the assembled electronic
subsystem. As seen in Figures 27 and 28, the important cutouts were properly aligned with that
of the electronic assembly.
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Figures 27 and 28: Front and bottom views of assembly

System Integration
Once testing and verification was completed for all the relevant subsystems, integration of all the
subsystems was the next step required in order to properly test the device. The software
subsystems were integrated using a protocol shown in Figure 28. Python’s multiprocessing
module69 was used in order to run the bluetooth, data processing, and visualization subsystems in
parallel with one another. Due to the GUI subsystem not being necessary for testing, integration
of it was not completed (see Future Work section).
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Figure 28: Software system integration
The integration of the physical subsystem was simple given that the only two physical
components are the modulated electronics and the physical wrist encasing.

Figure 29: Isometric view of assembled prototype.
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Test Setup
The experiment was set up by the test subjects wearing the commercial wrist and finger wearable
along with the prototype for the Wearable Health Sensor. The commercial sensors were
purchased from Amazon in order to conduct this experiment at prices ($17-$34) comparable to
the amount that the Wearable Health Sensor would ideally retail for.
Due to the electronic issues mentioned in the Electronic Subsystem chapter, the PPG was
hardwired into the bench setup and glued to the base of the wearable’s exterior. The data
communication protocol and software remained unchanged, which made the system functionally
equivalent to the previously working electronics. Readings for the wrist and finger sensors were
visually observed and recorded via video to reference, and the Wearable Health Sensor had its
real-time processed PPG data logged in order to compare HR and SpO2 readings. An image of
the setup can be seen in the figure below:

Figure 30: Test setup of integrated system with commercial sensor
One confounding factor for this setup was that the screen of the wrist sensor would intermittently
power off. Once this happened, the screen had to be tapped to turn the user interface back on.
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Data when this occurred for the Wearable Health Sensor and the commercial finger sensor were
omitted from the study in order to keep the comparisons consistent.

Experimental Results
Analysis for this experiment was done similarly to Shcherbina et al, except with a more granular
and simplified approach given the reduced time duration of the experiment.53 Heart rate data, and
SpO2 data for the finger-based sensor, was visually recorded every second for the commercial
sensors, while processed data for our system was logged in real-time. In order for the analysis to
be consistent with what our finalized system would be, the analysis was performed only using
the PPG data processed in real-time, rather than processing it more optimally after the
completion of the experiment
Figures 31 and 32 below show the results obtained from the commercial sensor comparison test
data. The heart rate data recorded from the wearable health sensor platform was compared to the
readings provided by a finger commercial sensor as well as a wrist commercial sensor.

Figures 31 and 32: Commercial Sensor Comparison Graph for n=2 trials
Figures 33 and 34 below show the MATLAB results obtained from conducting a one way
ANOVA test to compare the heart rate readings taken from each subject using all three sensors.
The data sets obtained from each sensor are classified in the following figures accordingly: 1.
Commercial wrist sensor data, 2. Commercial finger sensor data, 3. Wearable health sensor
platform data. The ANOVA table shows the between groups variations (Columns) and
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within-groups variations (Error). SS represents the sum of squares and df represents the degrees
of freedom. MS is the mean squared error, or SS divided by df for each source of variation. The
F-statistic is the ratio of mean squared values and the p-value is the probability that the test
statistic can take a value greater than the value of the computed test statistic (F-statistic). A small
p-value indicates that the differences between columns is significant.

Figure 33: Subject 1 One-Way ANOVA Test Results
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Figure 34: Subject 2 One-Way ANOVA Test Results

The small p-values listed in the two figures above, identified as “Prob>F” in each table, suggest
that the mean heart rate readings taken from each sensor are not all statistically similar. After
reaching this conclusion, a multiple comparison test was conducted in order to determine which
sensors had statistically significant different mean heart rate readings. The figures below show
the results from each multiple comparison test.
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Figure 35: Subject 1 Multiple Comparison Test Results

Figure 36: Subject 2 Multiple Comparison Test Results
According to the results provided by the two figures above, the mean heart rates taken from the
commercial finger sensor and the wearable health sensor data sets are significantly different from
the mean heart rate taken from the commercial wrist sensor data set. This means that the mean
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heart rate values obtained from the commercial finger sensor and the wearable health sensor
were the most similar when comparing all three datasets to each other.
To confirm these results, a two way t-test was used to quantify the difference between each pair
of measurements. The null hypothesis tested in each of these t-tests was that the means of each
data set are statistically similar. The figures below show an h value and a p value. An h value of
1 indicates that the null hypothesis was rejected, while an h value of 0 indicates that the null
hypothesis was accepted. The p value is a value between 0 and 1 that indicates the probability of
achieving a test statistic that accepts the null hypothesis. In the context of this test, the smaller
the p value is, the less likely it is that the mean heart rate values are similar.

Figures 37 and 38: Subjects 1 and 2 t-test results. The data sets obtained from each sensor
are classified in the following figures accordingly: A, D: Commercial wrist sensor data. B,
E: Commercial finger sensor data. C, F: Wearable Health Sensor data
The results obtained from the t-tests conducted with subject 1’s data indicates that the null
hypothesis was only accepted for the comparison of data sets B and C. This means that the mean
heart rate values for the commercial finger sensor and health sensor platform data sets are
statistically similar. While the results obtained from the t-tests conducted with subject 2’s data
indicate that the null hypothesis was rejected for every test, the p-value obtained from the
comparison of data sets E and F was significantly larger than the p-values obtained from the
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other tests. This means that the mean heart rate values for the commercial finger sensor and
health sensor platform were most similar.
Additional calculations were made in order to quantify the percentage difference between the
mean heart rate value taken from the wearable health sensor data set compared to the mean heart
rate value taken from each commercial wearable data set for each subject.
Table 9: Percentage Difference Between Mean Heart Rate Values
Commercial Wrist Sensor vs.
Wearable Health Sensor

Subject 1

2.29%

Subject 2

3.92%

Commercial Finger Sensor
vs. Wearable Health Sensor

Subject 1

0.17%

Subject 2

1.61%

To test the granulated accuracy of the heart rate measurements, the mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) was calculated. This technique is often used in machine learning applications to
measure a model’s efficacy in accurately classifying categorical data.57 For the heart rate data
acquired, MAPE will be a better indicator than an overall mean that the measured variations in
heart rate matched closely with the commercial sensors. MAPE is calculated using the following
equation:
Σ|

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =

𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑−𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑛

|

· 100

Equation 5: Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) equation
In our case, we consider the “measured” data to be data from the commercial sensors, since this
is the baseline we are using to gauge our accuracy, and the “predicted” data to be the data that we
acquired from our system.
Figure X further summarizes that data by showing the average BPM readings from each sensor
as well as the MAPE error between the health sensor platform and each of the other two
commercial sensored used in this experiment for quantitative analysis. The values were
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consistent with the overall mean, which is an indication that the heart rate measurements from
the Wearable Health Sensor are able to accurately detect variations in heart rate.
Table 10: Calculated MAPE Error

MAPE Error (Finger Sensor
vs. Health Platform)

MAPE Error (Wrist Sensor vs.
Health Platform)

Subject 1

Subject 2

2.42%

2.41%

4.03%

3.21%

Figure 39 below shows the comparison of SpO2 readings taken from the commercial finger
sensor and the wearable health sensor. The readings were not as consistent as expected, the mean
SpO2 reading for the commercial finger sensor was 96.852 +/- 0.039 while the mean SpO2
reading from the wearable health sensor was 98.482 +/- 0.619, which translates to a 1.68%
difference between the means. Something important to note is that the commercial finger sensor
used in this experiment only records SpO2 readings as a whole number, while our computation
provided us with a more precise value. While it appears our algorithm provided a close estimate,
it is unclear if there should have been more variability as seen in the finger sensor.
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Figure 39: Comparison of SpO2 Readings Over Time

Professional Issues and Constraints
Technology & Society
This project is designed to be used by people in order to promote general health awareness in
order to aid in disease diagnosis. As seen throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, health-related
self awareness can be extremely important in situations in which an illness or disease is highly
contagious. This awareness can help promote general health and well being throughout society.
That being said, technology and society is an extremely relevant professional constaint for this
project. It’s important to consider how the public may react to telehealth monitoring and how this
technology can be used on a large scale in order to serve the greater good.
Health & Safety
An additional consideration for this project is health and safety. This wearable can be classified
as a medical device that is designed for direct use on people. That means that it must be effective
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and safe. All potential risks associated with use of this product should be properly evaluated in
order to ensure that the user’s safety is always accounted for.
Usability
Usability is another important professional constraint for this project. The context of this project
suggests that this wearable device is designed to be used by anyone, so the design must be simple
and straightforward. It’s important to consider who the end user is and properly assess what their
knowledge of the field likely is in order to ensure that they are capable of using the device
properly. Proper use is essential to the success of this project in providing diagnostic capabilities.
Therefore, usability must be considered in the design of this device.
Economic
The intent for this device to be used by anyone means that economics must also be a
consideration. Some of the communities who need a device like this the most cannot afford to
purchase an expensive, extremely sophisticated device. It’s imperative that this concern is
recognized throughout the design process. This device should utilize simple technology in order
to help ensure that it will be affordable.
Manufacturability
Manufacturability is another professional concern for this device. All components and processes
associated with the building of this device need to be well documented and easily replicable.
This is important so that other project groups and even companies can make changes and
improvements to the device over time. There is a lot of potential for this device and in order for it
to eventually be capable of disease diagnosis, it’s important to maintain an open source software
and consider the manufacturability of the technology throughout the design process.

Conclusions
The results achieved from this project are significant because they demonstrate a proof of
concept. The goal of this project is to design a wearable health sensor that utilizes novel
technology to detect temperature, heart rate, and SpO2 in order to assist in early diagnosis. So far,
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this project has successfully designed an early prototype that allows for the continuous
monitoring of all three of these biometric vitals via communication with a computer program that
has open source software. The experimental data obtained from this project additionally shows
that the technology is not only effective, but also relatively accurate compared to similar
commercially-available wearable sensors. These accomplishments are important because they
show that it is possible to design a wearable device that has potential future applications in
disease diagnosis and prognosis. The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted a need in the market for a
wearable with these capabilities and, despite still being in the early stages of development, this
project has helped identify exactly how a diagnostic device could be designed.

Future Work
There are numerous improvements necessary for the progression of this project, as well as a
variety of different directions to drive future development.
Due to this being the first year of this project, as well as there only being two of us working on it,
there were going to be some parts of the project that were likely to be pushed back for potential
future groups to take ownership of in coming years. One key component of our project was the
ability to make both general health insights as well as more specific insights about whether a
person is at risk for a given disease, such as COVID-19, based upon their history of biometric
vitals. Due to the need for a device to acquire this data being required before any significant
predictions can be made, the machine learning component of this project was looked at as either
something that we could focus on if there was additional time at the end of the school year or
something that future groups could look to build upon in upcoming years. This application can
be for COVID-19 or any other diseases that may be relevant for the scope of this project.
For the application, future iterations would likely couple back-end Python bluetooth
communication and signal processing/store with a front-end language, such as JavaScript and
HTML, for the interactive components of the interface. This would allow for a more dynamic
and versatile front-end that would be favorable in a more finalized product. However, given that
this project is in the early design phase and is more of a proof of concept, Python was suitable for
developing all facets of the application. Additionally, a mobile application could be developed
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given the portable modality of a mobile app allowing for continuous usability and increased
convenience.
For the electronic subassembly, there was one issue involving a hardware issue with the Arduino
Nano’s internal regulator. This issue involved the need to reset the Arduino everytime after
powering it on, which would be fairly undesirable in our final system. A solution proposed on a
forum involved adding a 10 μF capacitor between the reset and ground pin, which successfully
addressed the problem. However, after making this alteration the Arduino began to experience
some power issues and was unable to maintain power for longer than a few minutes. This may
have been caused by unknowingly creating a short during the process of re-assembly or
something within our circuit that created a problem after this modification was made. Due to this
issue coupled with time constraints, we decided to go forward with further testing using the
bench setup since the results from this would be comparable, albeit a bit more tedious to acquire
due to needing to use a wired setup. Further root cause analysis and testing of this issue should
be taken for any groups looking to continue this project.
For the physical housing of the wearable, the critical thing to test after fabrication was whether
there would be an issue with any physical interference between the base of the watch and the
PPG sensor. There was a bit of space between the skin and the sensor itself, but we believed that
this issue could be mitigated given the physical seal that occurs when wearing the watch that
would prevent any ambient light. Unfortunately, this yielded a processed signal that,
qualitatively, was significantly worse than when the sensor was directly in contact with the skin,
which was consistent with information learned from literature. Due to this, testing had to be
executed with the PPG sensor placed at the base of the housing in order to eliminate the physical
interference.
Some additional improvements from current work include:
● Adjusting the window to reduce latency
○ Window was a bit too long for the analysis to truly be real-time given processing
latency. Further testing can be done to see how small this can be while continuing
to acquire strong results.
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● Characterization of SpO2 calculations to properly calibrate system and gain more accurate
values
○ This would likely require performing similar tests with improved reference
sensors for a longer duration of time
● Use threading for parallel computing rather than multiprocessing. Threading was initially
attempted but not used due to an issue involving threading and live animation that could
not be overcome. Multiprocessing introduced many challenges, namely data localization,
which are not an issue with threading.
● Bluetooth range testing and battery life characterization
● Modularization of device via custom PCBs
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Appendix A: Patent Research
A patent filed in January 2022 discusses a triage system in which received sensor data is
compared to a predetermined baseline that represents a symptom threshold for a specific
disease.50 These comparisons are used to form a comparison metric which can be used to
determine if the user is likely to have contracted the predetermined disease. The described
system also takes into account additional medically-relevant factors such as age, gender,
ethnicity, etc. to better assess the individual user’s risk of contraction. While the description of
this system does not explicitly mention COVID-19, a majority of the listed relevant sources
indicate that the motivation for this patent may bear relevance to COVID-19.
Another patent filed in October 2021 describes a wearable device that tracks biomarkers
specifically for disease diagnosis purposes.51 The description outlines a method for addressing
tactical situations via tactical devices that may include at least one wearable device that monitors
at least one biomarker from a user while they are wearing the device for a period of time while
carrying out daily activities, a receiving server that collects this information, determining that a
specific biomarker may indicate an illness, and transmitting an alert about the early indication of
the illness. This patent does not mention anything relating to COVID-19. It also claims the
identification of multiple users (at least two) that are both registered as belonging to a team.
A patent filed for a “pandemic wristband” in March 2022 describes a wearable that computes
contact tracing, medical tracing, and passport device which has a main body with a QR code, at
least one indicator light, a location tracker, and a processor.52 While this device pertains more
directly to contact tracing as a means to limit the spreading of a disease, it still bears some
similarities to the wearable design discussed throughout this paper. This patent also does not
specifically mention COVID-19, but rather focuses on pandemics in general.

Appendix B: Cost Analysis
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Overall, the cost of our prototype was fairly low for an early-stage R&D device at under $100.
For manufacturability, the price is expected to drop given price decreases when buying
components in bulk (see Table B3).
Table B1: Proposed bill of materials + budget in fall quarter
Component
Breadboard PCB

Item Description
Adafruit Perma-Proto

Vendor

Quantity

Total Cost

Adafruit

1

$8.50

Amazon

1

$19.99

Amazon

1

$6.39

TinyCircuits

1

$2.99

Amazon

1

$6.79

Adafruit

1

$1.50

Amazon

1

$15.53

Adafruit

1

$4.95

Quarter-sized Breadboard
PCB - 3 Pack
Arduino Nano

Arduino Nano 33 IoT with
Headers [ABX00032]

USB to

Short Micro USB Cable,

Micro-USB cable

CableCreation USB to Micro
USB 24 AWG Triple Shielded
Fast Charger Cable

Wireling Cables

5-Pin Wireling Cables (50
mm)

Jumper Wires

EDGELEC 120pcs
Breadboard Jumper Wires
20cm Wire Length

8-bit Logic Shifter

74LVC245 - Breadboard
Friendly 8-bit Logic Level
Shifter

5V Battery

PowerBoost Charger,

Charger

Rechargeable 5V Lipo USB
Boost at 500mA+

3.3V Converter

LM3671 3.3V Buck Converter
Breakout - 3.3V Output
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600mA Max
Switch

Breadboard-friendly SPDT

Adafruit

1

$0.95

Amazon

1

$10.99

Amazon

1

$10.88

SparkFun

1

$22.50

Amazon

1

$13.88

Amazon

1

$9.57

Santa Clara

N/A

N/A

Amazon

1

$16.95

Amazon

1

$33.99

Slide Switch
Bluetooth Module

DSD TECH HM-10 Bluetooth
4.0 BLE iBeacon UART
Module with 4PIN Base Board
for Arduino UNO R3 Mega
2560 Nano

OLED Screen

Songhe 0.96 inch 12864

Display

128X64 OLED LCD Display
Board Module

PPG Sensor

SparkFun Photodetector
Breakout - MAX30101
(Qwiic)

Temperature

Songhe GY-906 MLX90614

Sensor

MLX90614ESF Non Contact
IR Infrared Temperature
Sensor

Velcro Straps

VELCRO Brand Elastic Cinch
Straps with Buckle 15in x 1in,
2 Count

3D Printing

PLA

Material

University

Commercial

Santamedical Dual Color

Finger Sensor

OLED Pulse Oximeter
Fingertip

Commercial Wrist

MorePro Fitness Tracker with
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Sensor

Blood Pressure Heart Rate
Monitor

Total

$185.40

Table B2: Bill of Materials for Prototype
Component
Breadboard PCB

Item Description
Adafruit Perma-Proto

Vendor

Quantity

Total Cost

Adafruit

1

$8.50

Amazon

1

$19.99

Amazon

1

$6.39

Amazon

1

$15.53

SparkFun

1

$22.50

Amazon

1

$13.88

Amazon

1

$9.57

Quarter-sized Breadboard
PCB - 3 Pack
Arduino Nano

Arduino Nano 33 IoT with
Headers [ABX00032]

USB to

Short Micro USB Cable,

Micro-USB cable

CableCreation USB to
Micro USB 24 AWG Triple
Shielded Fast Charger
Cable

5V Battery

PowerBoost Charger,

Charger

Rechargeable 5V Lipo USB
Boost at 500mA+

PPG Sensor

SparkFun Photodetector
Breakout - MAX30101
(Qwiic)

Temperature

Songhe GY-906

Sensor

MLX90614
MLX90614ESF Non
Contact IR Infrared
Temperature Sensor

Velcro Straps

VELCRO Brand Elastic
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Cinch Straps with Buckle
15in x 1in, 2 Count
Switch

Breadboard-friendly SPDT

Adafruit

1

$0.95

Santa Clara

N/A

N/A

Slide Switch
3D Printing

PLA

Material

University

Total Cost

$97.31

Table B3: Comparison Matrix of PPG Sensors
Sensor

Type

LED’s

Location

Biometrics

Cost**

Breakout

Verifiable,

board

open-source

commercially

software

available?

library
available?

MAX30101

Reflective

3 (Red, IR,

Finger, Wrist*

HR, SpO2

$5.85

Green)
MAX30102

Reflective

2 (Red, IR)

Finger, Wrist*

HR, SpO2

$6.37

MAX86141

Reflective,

3 (Red, IR,

Finger, Wrist,

HR, SpO2,

$9.94

Transmissive

Green) + 3

Ear

StO2

external mux
LEDs
*MAX30101 and MAX30102 are recommended for finger-based monitoring, but have been used in literature for wrist-based monitoring. The
MAX30101 is preferable between the two for wrist-based applications due to it having an additional green LED, which is preferable for signal
acquisition in wrist-based monitoring
**Cost is per 5000 units from Mouser for just the IC.30 Buying a singular sensor will cost more.

Appendix C: Electronics
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Component Schematics

Figure C1: PowerBoost 500C schematic54

Figure C2: GY-906 (MLX90614 breakout) schematic55
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Figure C3: MAX30101 Breakout Schematic56

Figure C4: Arduino Nano 33 IoT Schematic 68
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Subsystem Schematics

Figures C5 and C6: Sensor and power high-level subsystem schematics

System Schematic

Figure C7: System level schematic
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Appendix D: Physical CAD

Figure D1: Isometric CAD view
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Figures D2, D3, D4, and D5: Front, top, and bottom views of CAD
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Figures D6, D7, and D8: Front, bottom, and isometric views of lid

Appendix E: Software
High-Level Subsystem Block Diagrams
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Figure E1: Data compression algorithm for 18-bit PPG value

Figure E2: Python process for Bluetooth receiving

Figure E3: Python process for data pre-processing

Figure E4: Python process for visual animation

Arduino Source Code
#include <ArduinoBLE.h>
#include <Arduino_LSM6DS3.h>
#include <SPI.h>
#include <Wire.h>
#include <Adafruit_GFX.h>
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#include <Adafruit_SSD1306.h>
#include <Adafruit_MLX90614.h>
#include <MAX30105.h>
#define SCREEN_WIDTH 128 // OLED display width, in pixels
#define SCREEN_HEIGHT 64 // OLED display height, in pixels
#define SCREEN_ADDRESS 0x3C ///< See datasheet for Address; 0x3D for 128x64, 0x3C for
128x32
#define I2C_MLX 0x5A // might just default to this, will have to test
#define OLED_RESET

4 // Reset pin # (or -1 if sharing Arduino reset pin)

#define PPG_BYTES_PER_CYCLE 7
#define PPG_NUMBER_OF_ITERATIONS 5
#define ADDITIONAL_SENSOR_BYTES 10
#define ARDUINO_UUID "a687fc14-f079-4042-bae7-fbec864bfbfb"
#define DATA_UUID "291e1722-eaf7-4236-b5ce-c503c1a75ba4"
#define DEBUG true
MAX30105 ppg;
Adafruit_MLX90614 mlx = Adafruit_MLX90614();
Adafruit_SSD1306 display(SCREEN_WIDTH, SCREEN_HEIGHT, &Wire, OLED_RESET);
// source: https://forum.arduino.cc/t/ble-very-weak-signal/631751/33
union multi_sensor_data
{
struct __attribute__( ( packed ) )
{
byte values[(PPG_BYTES_PER_CYCLE * PPG_NUMBER_OF_ITERATIONS) +
ADDITIONAL_SENSOR_BYTES];
};
int bytes[((PPG_BYTES_PER_CYCLE * PPG_NUMBER_OF_ITERATIONS) +
ADDITIONAL_SENSOR_BYTES) * sizeof(byte) ];
};
union multi_sensor_data multiSensorData;
BLEService nanoService(ARDUINO_UUID); // BLE Service
// BLE Characteristics - custom 128-bit UUID for each package of data being sent
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BLECharacteristic allData(DATA_UUID, BLERead, (PPG_BYTES_PER_CYCLE *
PPG_NUMBER_OF_ITERATIONS) + ADDITIONAL_SENSOR_BYTES);
void setup() {
Serial.begin(115200);
if (DEBUG) {
while (!Serial);
}
if (!mlx.begin(I2C_MLX)) {
while (1);
};
mlx.begin();
if (!IMU.begin()) {
if (DEBUG) Serial.println("Failed to initialize IMU!");
while (1);
}
else {
if (DEBUG) Serial.println("IMU initialization successful");
}
if (DEBUG) {
Serial.print("Accelerometer sample rate = ");
Serial.print(IMU.accelerationSampleRate());
Serial.println(" Hz");
Serial.println();
Serial.println("Acceleration in G's");
Serial.println("X\tY\tZ");
}
//

if (!display.begin(SSD1306_SWITCHCAPVCC, SCREEN_ADDRESS)) {

//

if(DEBUG) Serial.println("SSD1306 allocation failed");

//

while (1);

//

}

//

else Serial.println("OLED connection successful");

if (!mlx.begin(I2C_MLX)) {
if (DEBUG) Serial.println("Error connecting to MLX sensor. Check wiring.");
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while (1);
}
mlx.begin();
if (DEBUG) Serial.println("MLX sensor connection successful");

if (!ppg.begin(Wire, I2C_SPEED_STANDARD)) //Use default I2C port, 400kHz speed
{
if (DEBUG) Serial.println("MAX30101 was not found. Please check wiring/power. ");
while (1);
}
else {
if (DEBUG) Serial.println("MAX sensor connection successful");
}
byte ledBrightness = 255; //Options: 0=Off to 255=50mA
byte sampleAverage = 4; //Options: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
byte ledMode = 3; //Options: 1 = Red only, 2 = Red + IR, 3 = Red + IR + Green
int sampleRate = 1000; //Options: 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1000, 1600, 3200
int pulseWidth = 69; //Options: 69, 118, 215, 411
int adcRange = 16384; //Options: 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384
ppg.setup(ledBrightness, sampleAverage, ledMode, sampleRate, pulseWidth, adcRange);
//Configure sensor with these settings
if (!BLE.begin()) {
if (DEBUG) Serial.println("Starting BLE failed!");
while (1);
}
else {
if (DEBUG) Serial.println("BLE initialization successful");
}
// set advertised local name and service UUID:
BLE.setLocalName("Your Health Sensor");
BLE.setAdvertisedService(nanoService);
// add the characteristic to the service
nanoService.addCharacteristic(allData);
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// add service
BLE.addService(nanoService);
// set the initial value for the characeristic:
// start advertising
BLE.advertise();
delay(100);
if (DEBUG) Serial.println("Open to connection");
}
byte extractLastEightBits(uint32_t value) {
return (value & 0xFF);
}
byte concatenateBits(byte first, byte second) {
return (first << 7) | second;
}
byte getMSBs(uint32_t data, byte msbs) {
if (data <= 65535) return (msbs << 2) | 0b00000000;
else if (data <= 131071) return (msbs << 2) | 0b00000001;
else if (data <= 196607) return (msbs << 2) | 0b00000010;
else return (msbs << 2) | 0b00000011;
}
void accelerometerProcessing(float pos, int idx) {
if (pos < 0) {
multiSensorData.values[idx] = concatenateBits((byte)1, (byte)(pos * -1));
multiSensorData.values[idx + 1] = (pos * -1 - multiSensorData.values[idx]) * 100;
}
else {
multiSensorData.values[idx] = concatenateBits((byte)0, (byte)(pos));
multiSensorData.values[idx + 1] = (pos - multiSensorData.values[idx]) * 100;
}
}
void loop() {
byte count = 1;
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float temp, x, y, z;
uint32_t red, ir, green;
byte red_msbs, ir_msbs, green_msbs, msbs;
int red_extra;
unsigned long start_time;
BLEDevice central = BLE.central();
// if a central is connected to peripheral:
if (central) {
if (DEBUG) {
Serial.print("Connected to peripheral: ");
Serial.println(central.address());
}
// print the central's MAC address:
int idx = 0;
// while the central is still connected to peripheral:
while (central.connected()) {
msbs = 0;
start_time = millis();
red = ppg.getRed();
msbs = getMSBs(red, msbs);
multiSensorData.values[idx] = extractLastEightBits(red >> 8);
multiSensorData.values[idx + 1] = extractLastEightBits(red);
ir = ppg.getIR();
msbs = getMSBs(ir, msbs);
multiSensorData.values[idx + 2] = extractLastEightBits(ir >> 8);
multiSensorData.values[idx + 3] = extractLastEightBits(ir);
green = ppg.getGreen();
msbs = getMSBs(green, msbs);
multiSensorData.values[idx + 4] = extractLastEightBits(green >> 8);
multiSensorData.values[idx + 5] = extractLastEightBits(green);
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multiSensorData.values[idx + 6] = msbs;
if (idx + PPG_BYTES_PER_CYCLE == (PPG_BYTES_PER_CYCLE *
PPG_NUMBER_OF_ITERATIONS)) {
idx += 6;
temp = mlx.readObjectTempF();
multiSensorData.values[idx + 1] = (byte)temp;
multiSensorData.values[idx + 2] = (temp - (byte)temp) * 100;
if (IMU.accelerationAvailable()) IMU.readAcceleration(x, y, z);
accelerometerProcessing(x, idx + 3);
accelerometerProcessing(y, idx + 5);
accelerometerProcessing(z, idx + 7);
allData.writeValue(multiSensorData.bytes, (PPG_BYTES_PER_CYCLE *
PPG_NUMBER_OF_ITERATIONS) + ADDITIONAL_SENSOR_BYTES);
idx = 0;
}
else idx += PPG_BYTES_PER_CYCLE;
if (DEBUG) {
Serial.print("Frequency: ");
Serial.println(1000.0 / (millis() - start_time));
start_time = millis();
Serial.println("PPG Reading: ");
Serial.print("Green: ");
Serial.print(green); Serial.print(", ");
Serial.print(multiSensorData.values[idx + 4]); Serial.print(", ");
Serial.println(multiSensorData.values[idx + 5]);
}
}
if (DEBUG) {
// when the central disconnects, print it out:
Serial.print(F("Disconnected from central: "));
Serial.println(central.address());
}
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}
}

Python Source Code
Bluetooth subsystem code
Bluetooth module (blue.py)
import asyncio
import config
import time
from results import BLEData
from datetime import datetime as dt
import globals
import json
from bleak import BleakClient, discover
# function to start connection loop
def connect():
loop = asyncio.new_event_loop()
loop.run_until_complete(run())
# asynchronous function run to search for device
async def run():
print("Searching for device")
global data
data = []
# sensor name, defined in Arduino code with the setLocalName() method
sensor_name = 'Your Health Sensor'
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found = False
devices = await discover()
for d in devices:
# if device is found, begin looking to collect data
if sensor_name in d.name:
found = True
# create data object
data = BLEData(['dt', 'ts', 'red', 'ir', 'green', 'temp', 'x', 'y', 'z'])
async with BleakClient(d.address) as client:
print(f'Connected to {d.address}')
count = 0
start = time.time()
while(True):
try:
# await for data being sent to be collected
# reads UUID characterization defined in config.py, which is
set in Arduino code
data_recent = await client.read_gatt_char(config.uuids['data'])
# unpack data using method
data.unpackData(ble_packet=list(data_recent), ts=time.time(),
t=dt.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S.%f"),

iter=7,

num_samples=globals.ppg_samples,

count=count)
if count == globals.bucket_count - 1:
for

i

in

range(globals.bucket_count):

print(data.sensor_data[i]['green'])
out = open("temp.txt", "w")
out.writelines([json.dumps(d) + '\n' for d in
data.sensor_data])
# exit()
# with open("pickle_data/all_raw_data.pkl", "ab") as write:
pickle.dump(data.sensor_data, write)
out.close()
data.reset()
count = 0
else: count += 1
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except asyncio.exceptions.TimeoutError:
# exception occurs when a disconnection happens
print("Disconnected from Arduino")
exit()
# if sensor is not found, attempt to re-connect
if not found:
print('Could not connect, attempting to reconnect')
connect()

if __name__ == '__main__':
DEBUG = True
connect()

Class for data processing/unpacking BLE data (results.py)
import globals
class generateDictionaryList(object):
def __init__(self, keys=['ts', 'dt', 'green', 'red', 'ir', 'temp', 'x', 'y', 'z']):
self.sensor_data = []
for i in range(globals.bucket_count):
self.sensor_data.append({})
for key in keys: self.sensor_data[i][key] = []
# print(self.sensor_data)
self.all_data = []
class BLEData(generateDictionaryList):
def __init__(self, keys):
super().__init__(keys)
def unpackData(self, ble_packet, ts, t, iter, num_samples, count):
self.sensor_data[count]['ts'] = ts
self.sensor_data[count]['dt'] = t
for idx in range(0, iter*num_samples, iter):
msbs = format(ble_packet[idx+6], '#08b')[2:]
self.sensor_data[count]['red'].append((ble_packet[idx]

<<

8)|(ble_packet[idx+1])+(2**16*int(msbs[0]))+(2**17*int(msbs[1])))
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self.sensor_data[count]['ir'].append((ble_packet[idx+2]

<<

8)|(ble_packet[idx+3])+(2**16*int(msbs[2]))+(2**17*int(msbs[3])))
self.sensor_data[count]['green'].append((ble_packet[idx+4]

<<

8)|(ble_packet[idx+5])+(2**16*int(msbs[4]))+(2**17*int(msbs[5])))
idx += 7
self.sensor_data[count]['temp'] = ble_packet[idx] + ble_packet[idx+1] / 100
idx += 2
if ble_packet[idx] > 127: self.sensor_data[count]['x'] = -1*((ble_packet[idx] 128) + ble_packet[idx+1] / 100)
else: self.sensor_data[count]['x'] = ble_packet[idx] + ble_packet[idx+1] / 100
idx += 2
if ble_packet[idx] > 127: self.sensor_data[count]['y'] = -1*((ble_packet[idx] 128) + ble_packet[idx+1] / 100)
else: self.sensor_data[count]['y'] = ble_packet[idx] + ble_packet[idx+1] / 100
idx += 2
if ble_packet[idx] > 127: self.sensor_data[count]['z'] = -1*((ble_packet[idx] 128) + ble_packet[idx+1] / 100)
else: self.sensor_data[count]['z'] = ble_packet[idx] + ble_packet[idx+1] / 100
def reset(self):
for i in range(globals.bucket_count):
for key in self.sensor_data[i].keys(): self.sensor_data[i][key] = []

Configs Module (config.py)
uuids = {
'arduino': "a687fc14-f079-4042-bae7-fbec864bfbfb",
'data': "291e1722-eaf7-4236-b5ce-c503c1a75ba4",
}

Signal processing and visualization
Main function for data processing (processing.py)
import time
import blue
import globals
import numpy as np
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import heartpy as hp
import os
import json
from plots import plotFigure
from multiprocessing import Process
def getData():
# connect to sensor
blue.connect()
def readFile(path):
# read file
data_process = []
with open(path, "r") as f: file = f.readlines()
for ln in file:
data_process.append(json.loads(ln.strip('\n')))
if(len(data_process) != globals.bucket_count):
time.sleep(0.05)
data_process = readFile(path)
return data_process
def processPPGData():
global counter
counter = 0
while(True):
# check if data has been received
if os.path.exists('temp.txt'):
data_process = readFile('temp.txt')
# get frequency of ppg data
f = globals.ppg_samples / np.average(np.diff([data_process[i]['ts'] for i
in range(globals.bucket_count)]))
temp = []
# initialize dictionary
for i in range(globals.bucket_count):
temp.append({})
for key in ['temp', 'ts']:
temp[i][key] = []
temp[i]['led'] = {}
temp[i]['accelerometer'] = {}
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for subkey in ['x', 'y', 'z']: temp[i]['accelerometer'][subkey] = []
for subkey in ['red', 'ir', 'green']:
temp[i]['led'][subkey] = {}
for subsubkey in ['raw', 'baseline', 'scaled', 'low-pass']:
temp[i]['led'][subkey][subsubkey] = []
# frequency for low-pass filter
filter = 1
temp_filled = processMain(
data=data_process,
f=f,
temp=temp,
baseline=True,
filter=filter
)
out = open("processed.txt", "w")
out.writelines([json.dumps(d) + '\n' for d in temp_filled])
out.close()
out = open(f"data/all_data_{int(counter/2000)}.txt", "a")
out.writelines([json.dumps(d) + '\n' for d in temp_filled])
out.close()
counter += 1
else:
# slight delay
time.sleep(0.001)
def processMain(data, f, temp, baseline=True, filter=True, scale=True, cutoff=0.05):
for i in range(globals.bucket_count):
# temp[i] = processLED(data[i], led, start_idx, end_idx, f, baseline, filter,
scale, temp, cutoff=0.05)
temp[i] = processTemp(data[i], temp[i])
temp[i] = processAccelerometer(data[i], temp[i])
temp[i]['ts'] = data[i]['dt']
temp

=

processLED(data,

f,

temp,

baseline=True,

filter=True,

scale=True,

cutoff=0.05)
return temp
def processLED(data, f, temp, baseline=True, filter=True, scale=True, cutoff=0.05):
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for led in globals.leds:
raw_vals = []
for i in range(globals.bucket_count):
if led == 'green': scale = True
else: scale = False
for val in data[i][led]:
raw_vals.append(val)
if baseline: baseline_data = list(hp.filter_signal(data=np.array(raw_vals),
cutoff=cutoff, sample_rate=f, filtertype='notch'))
if filter:
low_pass_data

=

list(hp.filter_signal(np.array(baseline_data),

cutoff=filter, sample_rate=f))
if scale:
scaled_data = list(hp.scale_data(np.array(low_pass_data)))
inverted_data = list(np.array(scaled_data) * -1)
for

i

in

range(0,

globals.bucket_count*globals.ppg_samples,

globals.ppg_samples):
temp[int(i

/

globals.ppg_samples)]['led'][led]['raw']

=

globals.ppg_samples)]['led'][led]['baseline']

=

raw_vals[i:i+globals.ppg_samples]
temp[int(i

/

baseline_data[i:i+globals.ppg_samples]
if filter: temp[int(i / globals.ppg_samples)]['led'][led]['low-pass'] =
low_pass_data[i:i+globals.ppg_samples]
if scale:
temp[int(i

/

globals.ppg_samples)]['led'][led]['scaled']

=

/

globals.ppg_samples)]['led'][led]['invert']

=

scaled_data[i:i+globals.ppg_samples]
temp[int(i
inverted_data[i:i+globals.ppg_samples]
return temp
def processTemp(data, temp):
temp['temp'] = data['temp']
return temp
def processAccelerometer(data, temp):
temp['accelerometer']['x'] = data['x']
temp['accelerometer']['y'] = data['y']
temp['accelerometer']['z'] = data['z']
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return temp
def initializeProcesses():
# remove existing local files
if os.path.exists('temp.txt'): os.remove('temp.txt')
if os.path.exists('processed.txt'): os.remove('processed.txt')
# initialize processes
p1 = Process(target=getData)
p2 = Process(target=processPPGData)
p3 = Process(target=plotFigure)
# run processes
processes = [p1, p2, p3]
for p in processes: p.start()
for p in processes: p.join()
if __name__ == '__main__': initializeProcesses()

Plotting module (plots.py)
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.animation as animation
from matplotlib.widgets import Slider, Button
import json
import os
import time
import globals
def init():
line.set_data([],[])
return line, #return everything that must be updated
def readJSON():
global plot_data
plot_data = []
# try:
sensor_data = []
while True:
with open('processed.txt', "r") as f: file = f.readlines()
for ln in file:
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sensor_data.append(json.loads(ln.strip('\n')))
if len(sensor_data) != globals.bucket_count:
time.sleep(0.01)
continue
else: break
for i in range(globals.bucket_count):
for val in sensor_data[i]['led']['green']['invert']: plot_data.append(val)

def animate(i):
if not i: readJSON()
line.set_data(np.arange(i), plot_data[:i])
if i == globals.points_plotted: ax1.clear()
return line, #return everything that must be updated
def update_slider(val):
anim.pause()
lp_f = val
def update_button(val):
with open('lpf.txt', 'w') as out: out.write(lp_f)
anim.resume()
def plotFigure():
global fig, plt_data, x
global ax1
global plot_data
global lp_f
plot_data = []
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(12,7), constrained_layout=True)
gs = fig.add_gridspec(3, 3, height_ratios=[10, 1, 1])
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(gs[0, :])
ax2 = fig.add_subplot(gs[1, :])
ax3 = fig.add_subplot(gs[2, 1])
plt_data = []
x = []
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global line
line, = ax1.plot([], [], color='blue')
ax1.set_xlim([0, globals.points_plotted])
ax1.set_ylim([-1024, 0])
freq_slider = Slider(
ax=ax2,
label='Frequency [Hz]',
valmin=0.1,
valmax=5,
valinit=2.5,
initcolor='none',
facecolor='green',
valfmt='%.2f',
handle_style={
'size': 5
}
)
button = Button(
ax=ax3,
label='Enter',
)
while(True):
if os.path.exists('processed.txt'):
print("Found processed data")
break
else: time.sleep(0.01)
global anim
anim

=

animation.FuncAnimation(fig,

animate,

init_func=init,

frames=globals.points_plotted, interval=1, blit=True)
freq_slider.on_changed(update_slider)
button.on_clicked(update_button)
plt.show()
if __name__ == '__main__': plotFigure()
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Analysis code for computing heart-rate and SpO2 from processed data
import datetime
from datetime import datetime as dt
import scipy.signal as sig
hr = []
hr2 = []
times = []
for i in range(len(data_buckets)):
ls = []
ts = []
delta_t = []
for t in data_buckets[i]['ts']:
ts.append(dt.strptime(t, '%H:%M:%S.%f'))
if len(ts) > 1:
delta_t.append((ts[-1]

-

ts[-2]).seconds

+

(ts[-1]

-

ts[int(idxs[j]/5)]).seconds

+

ts[-2]).microseconds/1e6)
f = 5 / np.average(delta_t)
print(f)
for val in data_buckets[i]['led']['green']['invert']:
for subval in val: ls.append(subval)
pks = []
idxs = sig.find_peaks(ls[50:], distance=f/2)[0] + 50
remove = []
beats

=

[60

(ts[int(idxs[j+1]/5)]

/

((ts[int(idxs[j+1]/5)]

-

-

ts[int(idxs[j]/5)]).microseconds/1e6)

for

j

in

range(len(idxs)-1)]
for i in range(len(beats)):
if abs(beats[i] - np.average(beats)) > 25 or beats[i] > 180: continue
hr.append(beats[i])
times.append(ts[int(idxs[i]/5)])
def matchPeaks(pks1, pks2, ii1, ii2, thresh=5):
p1 = []
p2 = []
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i1 = []
i2 = []
for i in range(len(ii1)):
for j in range(len(ii2)):
if abs(ii1[i]-ii2[j]) < thresh:
p1.append(pks1[i])
p2.append(pks2[j])
i1.append(ii1[i])
i2.append(ii2[j])
return p1, p2, i1, i2
def calcSPO2(pks1, pks2, vals1, vals2, length, method, interp):
a = 1.5958422
b = -34.6596622
c = 112.6898759
ac1 = []
dc1 = []
ac2 = []
dc2 = []
i = 0
j = 0
while i < length and j < length-1:
if vals1[1][j] > pks1[1][i] or vals2[1][j] > pks2[1][i]:
i += 1
continue
if

interp:

valley

=

(pks1[1][i]

-

vals1[1][j])/(vals1[1][j+1]

-

vals2[1][j])/(vals2[1][j+1]

-

vals1[1][j])*(vals1[0][j+1] - vals1[0][j]) + vals1[0][j]
else: valley = vals1[1][j+1]
# print(valley, vals1[0][j], vals1[0][j+1])
dc1.append(valley)
ac1.append(pks1[0][i]-valley)
if

interp:

valley2

=

(pks2[1][i]

-

vals2[1][j])*(vals2[0][j+1] - vals2[0][j]) + vals2[0][j]
else: valley2 = vals1[1][j+1]
dc2.append(valley2)
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ac2.append(pks2[0][i]-valley2)
i += 1
j += 1
r = (np.array(ac1)/np.array(dc1))/(np.array(ac2)/np.array(dc2))
if method == 1: return a*r**2 + b*r + c
else: return 104 - 17*r
times = []
spo2 = []
spo2_2 = []
spo2_no_interp = []
spo2_2_no_interp = []

for i in range(len(data_buckets)):

ls = []
ls2 = []
ls_raw = []
ls2_raw = []
ts = []
delta_t = []
for t in data_buckets[i]['ts']:
ts.append(dt.strptime(t, '%H:%M:%S.%f'))
if len(ts) > 1:
delta_t.append((ts[-1]

-

ts[-2]).seconds

+

(ts[-1]

-

ts[-2]).microseconds/1e6)
f = 5 / np.average(delta_t)
for val in data_buckets[i]['led']['red']['low-pass']:
for subval in val: ls.append(subval)
for val in data_buckets[i]['led']['ir']['low-pass']:
for subval in val: ls2.append(subval)
for val in data_buckets[i]['led']['red']['raw']:
for subval in val: ls_raw.append(subval)
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for val in data_buckets[i]['led']['ir']['raw']:
for subval in val: ls2_raw.append(subval)
idxs = sig.find_peaks(ls[50:], distance=f/2)[0] + 50
pks = [ls[i] for i in idxs]
idxs_valley = sig.find_peaks(np.array(ls[50:])*-1, distance=f/2)[0] + 50
pks_valley = [ls[i] for i in idxs_valley]
idxs2 = sig.find_peaks(ls2[50:], distance=f/2)[0] + 50
pks2 = [ls2[i] for i in idxs2]
idxs2_valley = sig.find_peaks(np.array(ls2[50:])*-1, distance=f/2)[0] + 50
pks2_valley = [ls2[i] for i in idxs2_valley]
pks1, pks2, idxs1, idxs2 = matchPeaks(pks, pks2, idxs, idxs2)
val1, val2, idxs_val, idxs2_val = matchPeaks(pks_valley, pks2_valley, idxs_valley,
idxs2_valley)
length = min(len(idxs1), len(idxs2), len(idxs_val), len(idxs2_val))
vals = calcSPO2([pks, idxs1], [pks2, idxs2], [val1, idxs_val], [val2, idxs2_val],
length, 1, interp=True)
vals2 = calcSPO2([pks, idxs1], [pks2, idxs2], [val1, idxs_val], [val2, idxs2_val],
length, 2, interp=True)
vals3 = calcSPO2([pks, idxs1], [pks2, idxs2], [val1, idxs_val], [val2, idxs2_val],
length, 1, interp=False)
vals4 = calcSPO2([pks, idxs1], [pks2, idxs2], [val1, idxs_val], [val2, idxs2_val],
length, 2, interp=False)
for i in range(len(vals)):
if vals3[i] < 50 or vals3[i] > 100: continue
spo2.append(vals[i])
spo2_2.append(vals2[i])
spo2_no_interp.append(vals3[i])
spo2_2_no_interp.append(vals3[i])
times.append(ts[int(idxs[i]/5)])
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MATLAB Code for Biostatistical Analysis of Experimental Results
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Interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) code
Main function for GUI (app.py)
from tkinter import Tk
import windows
if __name__ == '__main__':
root = Tk()
windows.createHome(root)
root.mainloop()

GUI Callbacks Library (callbacks.py)
import windows
from other import *
from tkinter import messagebox
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def newUser(window):
window.clearWindow()
windows.createUserPage(window)
def addUser(window):
user_info = []
for widget in window.top_frame.winfo_children():
if widget.winfo_class() == 'Entry': user_info.append(widget.get())
user_info.append(val_gender)
user_info.append(val_ethnicity)
msg = checkValidEntries(user_info)
if msg: messagebox.showerror('Error', msg, icon=messagebox.WARNING)
else:
window.clearWindow()
saveUser(user_info[0] + " " + user_info[1], user_info)
# add code to go to dashboard here
def existingUser(window):
window.clearWindow()
windows.createExistingUserPage(window)
def placeholder(window): print("placeholder function")
def getGender(*args):
global val_gender
val_gender = args[0]
def getEthnicity(*args):
global val_ethnicity
val_ethnicity = args[0]

Miscellaneous functions for GUI (other.py)
import os
import json
def checkValidEntries(info):
msg = ""
if not info[0].isalpha(): msg = "Invalid entry for first name\n"
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if not info[1].isalpha(): msg += "Invalid entry for last name\n"
for

dir

in

os.listdir("/Users/georgekouretas/Documents/health-sensor-platform/src/users"):
if(dir == (info[0] + " " + info[1])):
msg += "User already exists"
break
try: int(info[2])
except ValueError: msg += "Invalid age entry\n"
if info[3] == '': msg += "No entry selected for your gender\n"
if info[4] == '': msg += "No entry selected for your ethnicity\n"
return msg
def saveUser(name, info):
path = '/Users/georgekouretas/Documents/health-sensor-platform/src/users/' + name
os.mkdir(path)
os.mkdir(path + "/about")
info = {
'name': "{}".format(name),
'age': info[2],
'gender': info[3],
'ethnicity': info[4]
}
with open("{}/about/info.json".format(path), "w") as out:
json.dump(info, out)
os.mkdir(path + "/vitals")

Module for GUI formatting (tools.py)
from tkinter import *
from callbacks import *
class Window:
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def __init__(self, root, width, height):
super().__init__()
self.root = root
self.width = width
self.height = height
def createFrame(self, orientation):
if(orientation == 'half'):
self.top_frame = Frame(self.root, width=self.width, height=self.height / 2)
self.bottom_frame = Frame(self.root, width=self.width, height=self.height /
2)
elif(orientation == 'corners'):
self.top_left_frame = Frame(self.root)
self.top_right_frame = Frame(self.root)
self.bottom_left_frame = Frame(self.root)
self.bottom_right_frame = Frame(self.root)
self.root.grid_propagate(False)
def createWindow(self, title, size, resize):
'''
Create a new window
root:

Tk() object. main app root

size:

size (width x height) of window when initialized

resize: type is boolean.
true will initialize window that can change size.
false will initialize window that cannot change size
'''
self.root.title(title)
self.root.geometry(size)
self.root.resizable(resize[0], resize[1])
def createGrid(self, rows, cols, orientation):
if(orientation == 'single'):
if(rows):
for idx in range(rows['count']):
self.root.rowconfigure(idx, weight=rows['weight'][idx])
if(cols):
for idx in range(cols['count']):
self.root.columnconfigure(idx, weight=cols['weight'][idx])
elif(orientation == 'half'):
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if(rows):
self.top_frame.grid(row=0, rowspan=rows['top']['count'])
self.bottom_frame.grid(row=rows['top']['count'],
rowspan=rows['bottom']['count'])
if(cols):
self.top_frame.grid(column=0, columnspan=3)
self.bottom_frame.grid(column=0, columnspan=3)
def addLabel(self, text, coords, head=False, frame=None, font_type='Arial'):
if(head): font_size = 25
else: font_size = 12
if not frame: label = Label(self.root, text=text, font=(font_type, font_size))
elif(frame == 'top'): label = Label(self.top_frame, text=text, font=(font_type,
font_size))
elif(frame

==

'bottom'):

label

=

Label(self.bottom_frame,

text=text,

font=(font_type, font_size))
label.grid(column=coords[0], row=coords[1])
def addEntry(self, coords, head=False, frame=None):
if not frame: entry = Entry(self.root)
elif(frame == 'top'): entry = Entry(self.top_frame)
elif(frame == 'bottom'): entry = Entry(self.bottom_frame)
entry.grid(column=coords[0], row=coords[1], sticky='ew')
def addButton(self, name, pos, color, command, args, frame=None, wait=False):
if not frame: button = Button(self.root, text=name, bg=color, command=lambda:
command(*args))
elif(frame == 'top'): button = Button(self.top_frame, text=name, bg=color,
command=lambda: command(*args))
elif(frame

==

'bottom'):

button

=

Button(self.bottom_frame,

text=name,

bg=color, command=lambda: command(*args))
button.grid(column=pos[0], row=pos[1])
def addDropDown(self, coords, items, cmd, head=False, frame=None):
if not frame:
val = StringVar(self.root)
val.set('')
entry = OptionMenu(self.root, val, *items, command=cmd)
elif(frame == 'top'):
val = StringVar(self.top_frame)
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val.set('')
entry = OptionMenu(self.top_frame, val, *items, command=cmd)
elif(frame == 'bottom'):
val = StringVar(self.top_frame)
val.set('')
entry = OptionMenu(self.bottom_frame, val, *items, command=cmd)
entry.grid(column=coords[0], row=coords[1], sticky='ew')
def clearWindow(self):
try:
for widget in self.root.winfo_children():
widget.destroy()
except Exception:
for widget in self.top_frame.winfo_children():
widget.destroy()

Appendix F: Early-Stage System Planning

Figure F1: Fall Quarter High Level System Diagram
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Figure F2: First draft of electronic assembly

Figures F3 and F4: Early concept drawings of system workflow
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Figure F5: Early-concept of user-interface

Figure F6: Exploded view of initial concept for watch body
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Appendix G: Project Management
Table G1: Gantt chart
Fall Quarter

Winter Quarter

Spring Quarter

Senior Design Schedule
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Break 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Break 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Literature search
Identify components for wearable
Begin electrical design
Begin writing code
Preliminary physical design
Draft user interface
Order components
Bench testing of sensors
(PPG and temperature)
Design wristwatch
Research PPG Algorithms
Assemble wristwatch
Get Bluetooth receiving working
Integrate bluetooth w/ user interface
Have UI fully functioning
Plan human tests
Human Testing
Presentation preparation
Final testing/analysis
Thesis writing
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Appendix H: Test Information
Bluetooth Data
Individual

BLE Compressed BLE Compressed BLE packet with

packets

packet

n=5 cycles

Average

3.251988345

33.45833965

92.76273128

4.754616541

32.80413581

103.151695

Individual BLE packets
Compressed BLE packet
Compressed

4.765328555

33.41808621

68.80419948

4.162671857

33.41941755

103.151695

4.76240133

33.25566312

106.5371583

4.766308708

33.69135366

103.151695

4.444206156

33.07993343

83.21965699

4.455157953

30.27547676

103.151695

4.773267995

37.81718511

103.151695

3.326412929

32.97045923

81.9068821

4.44403193

29.89717088

103.151695

4.156364703

37.89611399

109.6894189

4.769652923

33.04917619

103.151695

4.168405695

26.23916321

114.9716566

4.450950242

46.51190437

103.151695

4.754390181

33.23168587

111.5103048

4.754002185

33.47756751

103.151695

4.175431052

22.32532788

109.4741238

4.762861007

22.13271278

103.151695

4.435985354

27.7994923

112.5800269

3.922439704

41.64031491

103.151695

3.713137126

33.73932349

103.151695

4.441721196

32.81029452

112.1099956

4.169968066

22.28511617

103.151695

3.696187316

33.36571551

106.4004059

4.122230915

33.83540117

103.151695

4.837692978

33.41435901

106.7535429

BLE

with n=5 cycles

STD

4.355

0.372

31.601

5.048

103.975

8.733

packet
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4.437618629

32.70437976

103.151695

4.44511989

33.5176966

103.151695

3.923632231

16.68418498

87.8333089

4.451035263

33.82148646

103.151695

4.450770764

32.51600099

112.5999742

3.913969825

22.41097706

103.151695

4.758505751

31.87427521

108.038246

4.169168086

35.13082226

114.8243539

4.439276601

22.29897817

103.151695

4.453015282

32.89160047

111.4925199

4.443499919

33.29129758

83.47371982

4.426911646

33.53592017

103.151695

4.470133593

33.96417582

103.151695

4.758052312

32.79105621

83.31950735

4.438074096

22.2040678

111.0373857

4.171324175

33.48959614

103.151695

4.773132195

33.82503226

66.84405459

4.15922922

33.37447682

103.151695

4.439671315

22.01954001

106.8743184

3.92864509

33.39360838

103.151695

4.165847098

26.8435456

103.151695

4.171967287

44.21666069

115.8378719

4.175206605

33.06220194

103.151695

4.159159106

22.26772423

110.6390432

3.710010376

33.45033456

103.151695

4.158977644

21.34375509

111.5494516

4.443241021

35.3106421

103.151695

4.762179635

33.33892916

103.151695

4.441918761

31.37546847

82.41869751

4.170229266

35.91936285

103.151695

4.168090876

33.22036798

112.9736252

4.770781366

33.22142048

103.151695

3.890964414

34.0944887

112.2738491
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4.1959698

32.9262001

103.151695

4.762969179

33.74393796

103.151695

4.166997664

32.82672907

110.2534015

4.174545874

33.45353614

103.151695

4.159027132

33.50645076

103.151695

4.166211238

31.88663352

83.28244881

4.174982182

34.67169262

109.9263018

4.763629136

22.35436076

103.151695

4.441735307

22.21924151

103.151695

4.439868698

22.1749548

112.1303762

4.759823375

34.24536651

108.6410236

4.453554303

32.9443035

103.151695

4.159753091

22.1960776

114.261928

4.136304735

28.39053447

112.6132763

4.485454876

40.81968234

103.151695

4.760271749

33.52760991

110.209946

4.118074326

26.29641193

103.151695

4.49654368

45.76236716

110.7442084

4.77100929

33.75643048

103.151695

4.164771605

22.12197322

111.6349583

4.164449065

33.54691749

111.0373857

4.442568029

32.93033627

103.151695

4.446198956

33.2106355

83.41860215

4.762877233

32.7526472

112.2618289

4.762682534

34.0576681

103.151695

3.922197618

33.31324411

108.3189315

4.694046245

32.92645858

103.151695

4.821299541

33.64486941

112.8241104

4.175102703

33.31112752

103.151695

3.925754886

33.53565203

103.151695

3.914722359

33.8558848

83.42523898

4.438590717

32.92077296

103.151695

4.463725547

33.26911606

108.6748024
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4.344290634

33.17307434

103.151695

4.250073464

29.48627026

113.7549429

4.455394578

38.4160614

103.151695

4.432366399

22.40451263

103.151695

4.443161005

33.23247577

111.0962075

4.446778758

33.61682483

103.151695

4.774523151

33.45060133

112.5039296

4.443947177

21.9765056

103.151695

3.923074405

22.5617876

103.151695

4.752305449

30.77778349

108.1876148

4.762882641

23.44221193

103.151695

4.442511564

33.18514768

112.8538603

4.177127651

33.19302633

103.151695

4.158037596

22.01087344

111.1409538

4.353164014

34.42610087

103.151695

4.871721786

33.0536038

109.2824462

4.036524337

33.25144483

103.151695

4.604500535

32.69367298

103.151695

4.44685419

30.82052789

113.8074151

4.443217487

37.15653514

103.151695

4.773153922

33.50457719

111.557759

4.439408164

33.20301133

103.151695

4.756449773

34.14833993

110.2487646

4.764191867

30.93874661

103.151695

4.450459073

35.88187387

111.0003599

4.148463479

22.43363196

106.6140667

3.638138179

21.95683288

115.8110048

4.88080936

31.57244048

103.151695

4.782035262

35.54314187

103.151695

4.441716492

33.18173476

106.4106636

4.763542574

22.24198201

85.84717282

4.757016204

33.55926453

85.08751572

4.44300098

33.70759933

93.31500096
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4.449665875

32.82467385

103.151695

4.445138734

33.99638501

96.44871848

4.757965952

33.35775468

109.1277696

4.441147414

32.47823326

103.151695

4.770971301

33.28125942

112.6628846

4.437538815

34.14139079

103.151695

3.704168433

33.35669352

112.102205

3.801602286

32.82775678

103.151695

4.321926158

33.18068477

110.3880408

4.759412889

33.45060133

103.151695

4.437778267

21.5777468

112.650781

4.456322387

35.74914341

103.151695

4.433584559

31.95221989

111.0767894

4.458179167

22.82316323

103.151695

4.747904972

33.30451492

112.1453667

4.182792954

16.65854056

103.151695

4.427794909

33.67458291

103.151695

4.75594819

22.37642377

109.9528134

4.771313222

32.90863299

103.151695

4.450222972

33.42607587

111.3604962

3.701249456

31.26647633

103.151695

3.700795516

32.88592688

83.88272469

3.510853224

36.13474163

103.151695

3.50607835

33.0851522

110.1121519

3.178112168

22.33246012

103.151695

3.507233458

32.88618473

83.58850492

2.783833168

33.11153215

103.151695

4.428402649

34.27615063

110.8033054

4.168890444

33.50190102

103.151695

4.766308708

33.57833978

109.8923165

3.917958624

32.28622893

103.151695

4.181233464

33.72033605

103.151695

4.1589529

33.59313129

83.59683495

112

4.439412863

33.73471029

103.151695

4.459710278

33.38111724

111.1904522

4.43005374

32.95569297

103.151695

4.447844479

32.61156639

103.151695

4.440996939

34.34041543

108.0616272

4.778488562

33.43726781

103.151695

4.752870893

33.63812365

116.1818444

4.439234314

33.32886226

103.151695

4.767625238

27.20570798

112.0968121

4.423466084

24.47570697

111.0373857

31.54584496

103.151695

37.06558029

110.4362891

27.66727793

111.2346845

31.61527735

103.151695

39.7884931

83.85488598

40.64405597

103.151695

33.16179633

109.017716

32.41598269

103.151695

34.26411025

112.2335916

33.06871866

106.7236633

16.63284292

103.151695

22.42607524

85.85877113

33.1885613

103.151695

33.79151326

111.8821188

33.12905493

103.151695

22.23255025

82.10859317

33.84441091

103.151695

32.93162903

84.48218631

33.18068477

107.1008268

33.61466949

103.245931

32.33202288

126.72379

34.60789637

103.151695

32.89263224

110.0081831

113

33.44580004

103.151695

34.01816766

105.6904407

30.97027247

115.8589904

Heart Rate Data

Subject 2

Subject 1
Wrist Sensor

Finger Sensor

Wearable

Wrist Sensor

Finger Sensor

Wearable

0:00:00

77

81

79

80

78.2808923

0:00:01

77

85

78

80

79.1321536

0:00:02

78

85

82.0946186

78

80

77.0882275

0:00:03

80

84

84.4463964

75

77

77.0882275

0:00:04

80

89

85.8546923

75

76

75.5359583

0:00:05

81

89

87.4793311

75

75

74.8982799

0:00:06

81

89

88.4080917

72

74

73.9825235

0:00:07

82

92

88.8760125

72

74

73.5928913

0:00:08

82

92

88.2990332

72

73

72.9373808

0:00:09

83

92

89.374351

73

73

72.4403174

0:00:10

84

92

87.0181774

73

73

72.1452015

0:00:11

84

83

79.5264806

71

72

72.8012138

0:00:12

83

82

80.7752677

71

72

72.8012138

0:00:13

83

82

79.9867788

71

71

72.9430616

0:00:14

82

76

78.9968057

71

72

73.2229878

0:00:15

81

76

79.4585581

71

72

72.8628086

0:00:16

81

76

78.864774

71

74

73.0111623

0:00:17

80

76

78.3288385

71

74

74.0843949

0:00:18

80

81

79.1661348

72

74

74.3413661

0:00:19

80

81

78.4743866

72

74

75.4752471

0:00:20

80

85

80.2099563

72

74

75.9644581

114

0:00:21

80

79

81.9333114

73

74

76.1198442

0:00:22

81

79

81.1867751

73

74

75.8418237

0:00:23

81

81

82.4362006

73

74

75.3077431

0:00:24

81

81

84.2846992

74

77

74.4384189

0:00:25

81

87

84.6059478

74

77

75.1991913

0:00:26

81

87

85.4101262

74

77

75.1991913

0:00:27

82

90

86.5872764

74

72

75.1935443

0:00:28

83

90

86.5971926

73

72

75.0368767

0:00:29

84

90

86.9223176

72

70

75.4924601

0:00:30

84

86

86.5470699

72

70

75.1709979

0:00:31

84

86

86.3831199

72

75

75.1709979

0:00:32

84

83

85.8846967

72

75

75.0477351

0:00:33

84

83

87.0179683

73

75

74.3692865

0:00:34

84

83

86.1608416

76

82

83.6498234

0:00:35

83

82

85.8343083

75

78

82.898604

0:00:36

83

82

84.3691386

75

78

82.7096843

0:00:37

83

82

83.3656668

75

74

82.0773791

0:00:38

83

80

82.3621193

75

74

81.0216998

0:00:39

82

80

81.7316825

75

80

80.5637746

0:00:40

82

80

80.6261426

75

80

80.3308283

0:00:41

81

82

81.8138236

76

80

82.0195757

0:00:42

81

83

83.0327405

77

83

81.8410235

0:00:43

81

83

81.6095923

77

83

83.0324694

0:00:44

81

81

83.1250933

77

83

80.1959312

0:00:45

81

81

82.3936424

77

78

79.4015515

0:00:46

81

83

82.7019184

77

78

78.1010787

0:00:47

81

83

82.7130001

78

82

78.1050734

0:00:48

81

83

83.7118828

78

82

78.6563736

0:00:49

81

86

84.006191

78

81

79.6358524

115

0:00:50

82

86

85.5029743

79

81

82.1676879

0:00:51

82

86

84.1411262

79

81

82.1637025

0:00:52

82

87

84.3779324

79

81

82.5137032

0:00:53

83

87

85.8140401

79

81

82.3105453

0:00:54

83

85

84.1379635

79

86

84.9376007

0:00:55

83

85

85.0341198

80

86

85.9024079

0:00:56

83

85

84.8905222

81

84

86.5633911

0:00:57

83

84

86.1143959

81

84

86.7593576

0:00:58

84

84

85.5735993

82

84

87.5868689

0:00:59

84

84

86.1065624

83

90

86.4963079

0:01:00

84

84

85.2016254

83

90

85.8740921

0:01:01

84

87

85.7507698

AVG

82.01666667

84.03333333

83.89398

75.1833333

77.5

78.1908929

STDEV

1.443767044

4.012550931

2.82451788

3.32678736

4.87296242

4.47755312
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